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IN OUR 78th YEAR
Ninth Inning Pinch Hit By
Dick Stout Gives Murray Win
A ninth inning pitch hit by
Dick Stout gave Murray State's
Racers a 10-9 verdict over -David
Lipscomb here yesterday to
square their series at' one all.
The Bisons had cupped Weds•
ay's affair 11-5 at Nashville.
'itr-Trdn TitngWerth wield-
ed Murray's big bat with four
hits including a triple and a
double. Short stop Jim Railey
clubbed his 5th and 5th triples
of the season to aid the cause.
Thorobred starter Jim Looney
was enjoying a 7-4 lead until
the top half of the seventh
when the visitors chased him
with a 5 run rebellion. Murray
came back to tie the score in
t..4. eighth sending Lipscomb's
starter Len Couditt to the show-
ers.
The Breds won the game by
the same method that has cost
them several decisions — the
base-on-balls. Don Zapp who re-
lieved Cauditt issued successive
free passes to Cy Bradley, Tom
Wells and Gerald Tabor. Bob
McClennon was rushed in by
SO:on coach Morris and was
greeted by Stouts infield _roller
whish brought Bradley home
with the winning tally.
Freshman Randy Miles re-
ceived credit for his first college
win after replacing Frank Havi-
land in the ninth.
Cy Bradley's two run homer
was Murray's one cheer in Wed-
nesday's game. It came in this
second inning, knoting the score
Tbm Wells was tagged
with the loss giving up 11 of
the 13 Bison safties, The winners
were paced by Hoyt Kirk. Ray
Dickerson, Bill Bzanowski and
Herb Murphy With two hits
gach.
Wednesday's Box Score
David L'pecomb
AB
Kirk 2b 
Dickerson 3b 4
41, Dugan cf 5
McMahon lb 3
Gardner ss 2
Banowsky rf • 4
R H
1
3
2
2
0
2
2
1
1
2
County Woman
Dies Thursday
Mrs. Claude Miller, age 71.
passed away Thursday at 11:00
a m. at her home on Murray
Route three. Death came after
an illness of four months.
She. is survived by her hus-
band, Claude Miller; seven
daughters. 'Evelyn Robinson,
Murray. Frances Steratt, Quin-
eey, Calif., Mrs. Marian Adams.
tt.- Mrs-.- Ora Mae Qhaa It n,
trriliit. Mrs. Christine Workman,
Jackline Holton,
Philadelphia, and Mrs. Margerete
Downs of 'Murray; three sons,
Willie Graves Miller of Murray.
George Miller, Mayfield. and
Ben Keys Miller of Washington.
D.C.; eighteen grandchildren and
two great-grandchildren.
She was a member of the New
Hope Methodist Church were
funeral services were held Thurs-
Ay at 2:00 p.m. with Bro. Nor-
man Culpepper officiating. Burial
was in the Old Salem cemetery.
Active patlbearers were; Clay-
ton Workman, Rayburn Charl-
ton, Samuel Adams, W. T. Downs,
Howard Robinson, and Hall Hart.
• The I.- IT: Churchill -Funeral
Nom( was in charge of the ar-
ranisements.
Weather
I Report
Southwest Kentucky — Partly
cloudy, warm and humid with
scattered showers and thunder-
storms today, tonight and Satur-
slaY. High today in mid-80's, low
tonight in mid - 60's. Turning
cooler Saturday afternoon,
Sono' 5:30 a. m. temperatures:
Covington 63, Louisville 64, Pa-
ducah .63, Bowling Green 59,
Lexington 65, London 56 and
Hopkinsville 65.. .
Evansville, Ind., 63.
,
T. Dugan 11 5 0
Murphy -c s 4 2
Crenshaw p 5 0
Totals 37 11
Murray
Snipp 2b 
G. Tabor -2b  0
Mathis -rf 5 1 0
Dingwerth lb ..... 4 0 2
Rehm 3b  5 1 0
Railey ss 4
Bradley c 4
Schupp cf
A. Holley  - • 1
Billingtori
C. Tabor If 3
Wells p-If 3
1
2
1
13
AB- R H
2 0 0
1 2
1 2
• 0 0
U 0
O 0
O 0
1 2
Haviland p 0 0 0
B. Stout 0 0 0
Totals 36 5 8
Summary — E; Crenshaw,
Gardner, Snipp, Railey 2, G.
Tabor; RIB; Bradley 3, Railey,
Rehm, Dickerson 2, Branowski
2, Gardner, McMahon 3, Murphy;
2b — Bradely, Dickerson; 3b —
Kirk; HR — Bradley, McMahon;
SB — K Dugan, Gardner; DP
—Crenshaw, Gardner & McMah-
on, Railey, Tabor — Dingwerth;
LOB — Murray 8; Lipscomb 14;
BB — Crenshaw 4, Wells 9,
Haviland I; SO — Crenshaw 4,
Wells 6; HO — Crenshaw 8 in
9. Wells 11 in 7, Haviland 2 to
1; HBP — Wells (Kirk, Bran-
owski) WP Wells; W — Cren-
shaw (3-0); L — Wells 1-2 T —
2:15.
Thursday's Total,
Murray 130 202 021-10 14 -1
Lipscomb, 210 001 500— 9 to 2
Funeral Of Mrs.
Mary Kemp Harrison
Will Be Sunday
t
•••.••••••
Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper
Murray, Ky,, Friday Afternoon, April 26, 1957 MURRAY POPULATION 10,100
YNOLOS DIES
Local Boy Is
Tope Man hi ---
FFA Meet
Mrs. Mary Kemp Harrison
passed away Wednesday unex-
pectedly at her home in Detroit,
Michigan.
She was a member of the
Presbyterian church. Survivors
include her husband Earl of
Detroit: one daughter Mrs. Ren-
shaw Smith of Lima, Peru; two
brothers, Newell Kemp of Murray
and Nolan Kemp of Mount Hope,
West Virginia; two grandchil-
dren.
The funeral will be held at.
the Max Churchill Funeral Home
chapel at 2:00 p.m on Sunday
with Ed Glover officiating. Burial
will be in Goshen cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 6:00 p.m. on Satur-
day.
Negro Masons Will
Meet On Sunday
--Brh.---Seett-- Mani-son, Jr,----of-
Frankfort, Ky., Grand* Master of
the Worshipful Price Hall affi-
liated Masons of Kentucky, will
address a district meeting of
Negro Masons in Murray on Sun-
day. April 28.
The meeting will be at noon
with a banquet to follow after
the public program at Douglass
High gym.
James A. Lanckr, State Or-
ganizer of Hopkinsville, will pre-
side at the meeting. E. L. Row-
lett, the W. M. of the local
lodge will assist. Loyd Bit rnold
of Murray, is in charge of the
meeting arrangements.
Midway Junior
College Choir
Will Sing Here
The Midway Junior College A
Cappella Choir, Midway,. Ken-
tucky, will present a concert at
the Murray Christian Churah,
Friday. April 26 at 7:30 p.m: •
The choir, consisting of 31
young women under the direc-
tion of Miss Priscilla Hepburn,
will present a program of re-
ligious music. The public is in-
vited to attend.
DIRECT TELEPHONE SERVICE
TOKYO itA — Direct telephone
service between Moscow a n d
Tokyo opened today for the
first time in history. The circuit
is open one hour a day. There
was no telephone service between
the two capitals before the war,
• •
The Fifth Annual Murray
State Agriculture Field D"
drew over 600 people 'yesterday
with Future Farmer chapters
from the Weebern part of the
state participating.
• Sponsor for the event is the
Murray State '"Ag" Club.
Judging in the various cate-
gories was done by the boys
during the day.
Jimmy Thompson, member of
•
Jimmy Thompson
the Murray Training School FFA
was the winner in the contest
with a total of 292.4 points out
of a possible 350.
596 boys participated in the
contest and Jimmy won over all
of them. Judging included dairy
heifers, dairy cows, beef heifers,
breeding gils, fat barrows and
seeds.
Robert Bareet of Murray
Training got 279.2 points; Walter
Lee Steely, Murray Trainin, 268.0
points.
Id Other categories. Calloway
boys made the following:
Dairy. Gerald t:onoon. Murray
Training 95.5; Charles Parker,
Kirksey, 95.5.
Seed Identifieation, Charles
Byers. Murray Training .50 points
out of 50.
James Hayes, president of the
Murray "Ag" Club", w a s in
charge.
New Plan Told For
Library Development
A new plan or library devel,cp-
rnent has been made which calls
for 20 regions in an attempt
to offset the need -*for a larger
tax basis. This information was
received yesterday from the Li-
brary Extension Service of
Frankfort.
It ig hoped that the standards
can, be r a e d considerably
ihrouge--thst----proposed regional
demonstration. The Library di-
vision has been advised however,
not to raise the standards so
that they Cannot be supported
at a local level.
. Many varieties of regions are
possible, and variation would - be
possible to crop up as regions
are organized.- in Kentucky, due
to the Bookmobile Project, pra-
ctically . every county has a
County Library Board. In ac-
cordance with the Library Law,
one' member of each local Library
Board will be appointed by the
County Judge as the member
from that county of the Regional
Library Board.
All areas of Kentucky will
;be given the opportunity to
begin to cievelcp as a region
I at sometime within the 5 year
period. This principle is basic,
since practically every county
in Kentucky is now library con-
scious' as well as State Aid
conscious.
Funeral Of Mrs.
Bob Humphreys Is
Held On Tuesday -
The funeral of Mrs. Bob Hum-
phreys- who passed away Sunday
at the age of 47 in a Detroit
hospital, was held on Tuesday
afternoon at. 2:00 o'clock.
Services were held in 'the
Max H. Churchill Funeral Home
chapel with Dr. H. C. Chiles..
Burial was in the city cemetery.
Active pallbearers were Luck
Burt, Merlin Washer, Eugene
Geurin, Euing Swann, Edgar
Morris and Ralph Jones'of Okla-
homa.
Survivors include her husband,
and one son, Robert Gerald both
of Detroit; her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. J. B. Robertson of Murray;
five brothers, Gus of Murray.
Carter, John L. and Fred of
Detroit, and Virgil of Chatta-
nooga. Tenn.; two sisters, Mrs.
L. A. Rains of Detroit and Mrs.
Hubert Howard of Owensboro,
and a ' number of nieces and
nephews.
"In Memory Fund"
I3e.Taken Up
On Court. Square
Friends of Police Chief No-
vel McReynolds can remember
hint today and tomorrow by
contributing to a .fund for his
wife, Mrs. McReynolds.
There will be places at the
Bank of Murray and t h e
Peoples Bank and two other V
locations on- the square where
contributions may be made.
Mrs. McReynolds will re-
ceive a small compensation
each week, but funeral ex-
penses and other incidental
expenses because of the death
of her husband will amount
to a good sum.
Anyone wishing to make a
donation is asked to put it in
ono of the four locations on
the court square in memory
of Police Chief McReynolds.
Rayburn To
Speak At Meet
County Judge Waylon Rayburn
will be the principal speaker for
the ''Awards Night" meeting of
Kirksey Camp 170 of the Wood-
men of the World on Saturday
night, April 27. at 7:30 at the
Kirksey High School gymnasium.
There will be many awards
presented to .honor various mem-
bers of the Kirksey -Camp.
Amegg the awards to be pre-
sented are nine 50-year pins to
members who have been in the
Woodmen for fifty years or more
and 25-year ' pins to members
in the Woodmen twenty - five
or more years. The "Mr. Wood-
Mn" award will also be present-
ed honoring an outstanding
Woodman and citizen from the
Kirksey community, and the past
head consul commander will be
honored.
Musical entertainment will be
furnished and all Woodmen,
their families and friends are
Invited to attend.
NOTICE
Those -wt o. have not applied,
for surplus food commodities,
may do so on Monday April
29 in the court house from 9:00
a.m. to 3:00 p.m. according to
Mrs. Buford Hurt.
5-
4
First .. .
with
Local News
and
Local Pictures
Vol. LXXVIII No. 100
LAST NIGHT
Klub Kapers
To Be Shown
Here Tonight
Klub Kapers dress rehearsal
was held last night with everyone
sirt\b- Ntwor it coming away, with
glowing_  ra•aisisK Sur the prod'',
tion.
Tho event has been described
as a treat for the whole family
from two years old on up to
great - grandmother. There is
something in the show which
will appeal to everyone.
There will be square dancing,
horse racing, minstrels, the roar-
ing twenties. Many of Murray's
most sedate citizens will perform
in comedy roles.
, Tickets may be obtained from
members of the Murray Woman's
Club, and will also be sold at
the door.
Everyone is invited to come
and bring the family for a good'
evening of fun. All local talent
is being presented. The show
will be given tonight and Satur-
day night at the Murray High
School.
James G. Jordan
Completes Leave
Lt. James G. Jordan, son of
Mr. and Mrs. M. 0. Jordan,
has been home on leave for the
past 21 days.
He Is a graduate of Murray
State College and completed four
years of R.O.T.C. while attend-
ing.
Jimmie has us t graduated
from Armored School at Fort
Knox, Kentucky. He left Sunday
April 21, for Fort Dix, New
Jersey. Tuesday night he called,
home stating that he would fly
to Germany Wednesday and will
be stationed at Mannheim, Germ-
any for the next 16 months.
- Bulletin
It was learned today that the
Paducah Chief of Police ..has
offered the services of his de-
partment on Sunday during the
funeral hour of Police Chief
Novel McReynolds. so that all
.officere can attend the funeral.
Thsi Paducah Police Chief also
offered to send a motorcycle
police escort to be used at the
funeral.
Frank Maupin Acquitted Of Slaying Ex-Wife
W. FRANK MAUPIN, right, who was acquitted of the charge of slaying his ex-
wife, Mrs. Mary .To Maupin, by a jury in Rockingham County, Virginia, Cifetit
Court, shakes hands with his attorney, Charles A. Hammer. H. H. Saunders, of
Princeton, West N'irginia, father of Mrs. Maupin, looks on.
(Picture reproducedi_from the Harrisonburg, Virginia News-Record)
•
-
1.
-
Ed. Note: The foll-crwing arfkle
appeared in the Harrisonburg,_
Virginia daily newspaper on
March II, and is being reprinted
in part here because of the
wide ,acquaintence of Mr. Mau-
pin in Murray.
A Rockingham Circuit Court
jury ,of 12 men on Saturday af-
ternoon March 10, acquitted W.
Franklin Maupin. 46, Harrison-
burg automobile mechanic, of the
slaying of his ex-wife, Mrs. Mary
Jo Maupin.
, -The jury deliberated only ;.5
Minutes. Their verdict ended the
trial- which began Friday morn-
ing: - -
mfftmur was heard among
the spectators after the Jury
Foreman Charles M. Dixon look-
ed upon the accused and de-
clared him "not guilty." Judge
Hamilton Haas warned against
any demonstration • and notified
officers to take into • custody
anyone responsible. There was
no demonstration.
A broad Smile lighted-, the
countenance of Maupin who was
standing, when he heard the
words. "not guilty." His solemn
expression had previously not
changed during the trial.
His attorney, Charles A. Ham-
mer, shook his hand as Judge
Haas advised Maupin that he
was free to leave the jurisdic-
tion of the court. Maupin then
shook the hands of each juror
and was congratulated by a
(Continued On Back Page)
All Efforts To Save Popular
Law Officer Are In- Vain
All fforts to save the life
of Police Chief' Novel McReynolds
failed Wednesday night end all
day yesterday, and he died at
9:30 last night.
A corps of local doctors at-
tesosited evcsy thing 11711111.11 -their
power to repair 'the extentive
damage done by bullets from
a pistol fired by Preston Moore
on Wednesday evening at 6:15.
Over twenty blood transfusions
were administered with people
from all over the area offering
their blood. Chief McReynoldss.vas
given a transfusion practically
all the time he was in the
hospital.
Many friends from the city
'and county gathered at the hos-
pital so there would be no lack
of blood. The ROTC /mit at
Murray State College stood ready
on call to give of their blood.
After Chief McReynolds was
shot on Wednesday in a gun
battle with Preston Moore, he
stood with assistance and walked
to the ambulance. He was fully
conscious at the time..
He was taken immediately to
the Murray Hospital, where doc-
tors began a lung series of opera-
tions to try and save his life.
The bullet doing the most damage
was the first shot which 'entered
his abdomen. The pancreas was
torn in to and the large and
small intestine were cut to pieces.
Doctor, w.e.iiod cuickly and sure-
ly to close the many wounds,
but too Much damage was ap-
parently done. -
Chief McReynolds was also
struck in the left arm and three
times in the legs. He remained
in shock for many hours while
life giving blood than- his friends
and neighbors was being fed
into his veins.
Some slight hope was expressed
yesterday afternoon when Chief
McReynolds seemed to be con-
scious. He apparently recognized
his two daughters, Mrs. Wanda
'Cable of Oak Ridge and Mrs.
T. J. Kirk of Melvindale. Ky.,
who came to Murray when
noified their father had, been
shot.
The long efforts and tireless
vigil ended last night at 9:30
when he succumbed.
In addition to his two daughters
Mrs. Joe Cable arid Mrs. T. J.
Kirk, Chief McReynolds is sur-
vived by his wife who is a
nurse at the hospital. She was
overcome by the untimely death
of her husband and was placed
in a doctor's care.
Mrs. Cable lives in Oak Ridge,
Tennessee, and Mrs. Kirk lives
in Melvindale, Kentucky. Other
survivors are a half -daughter
Mrs. MaurintCheatum of Sweet-
water, Teas. three half - .4 tiers,
Kennith McReynolds of Teas,
J. L. in the military service,
and William of Texas; five grand
children. Janice, Paula and Tim-
othy Kirk and Joe Mac and
Jeffrey Wood Cable.
McReynolds was a member of
Beech Grove Cumberland Pres-
byterian church.
The funeral, will be held on
Sunday at 3:30 p.m. at the First
Methodist church with Eurie
Mathis and Paul Lyles officiating.
The body will be at the Max
H. Churchill Funeral Home until
the funeral hour,
Honorary pallbearers will be
L. D. Miller. Ed Settle, George
-Hart, Wells Ove_rbey. Matt Spark-
man. Hershel Corn, T. Sledd,
Burgess Parker; Phil Mitchell,
Two Injured In
Car-Truck Crash
local youth and a truck
driver received slight injuries
and their vehicles were badly
damaged in an automobile acci-
dent at Fifth and Pine yesterday
according to an informed source.
Paul Jerry Lee, 4110 N. 8th.
Was driving his father's c a r
north on 5th Street when he was
hit by a truck which allegedly
ran a stop sign.
The truck driver whose idene
ity was not known, was proceed-
ing west at the time of the im-
pact. He was bruised about the
head and young Lee received
bruises to his knee.
Bob McCuislion, 011is Warren.
Charlie Grogan, Flavil Robert-
son, Cecil Outland, Bill Cain,
Clarence Sennett, Paul Lee, Log-
an Bland, Robert McDermott,
William Hodges, Roy Lassiter,- --"""'•'
Nuel McNutt. Earl Littleton Vex-- _
non Hale and Luther Robert-
son.
Active pallbearers will be
Burman Parker, James Brown,
Norman Lovins, Charlie Marr,
Leo Alexander, Barney Weeks,
James Witherspoon and 0. D:
Warren, all fellow officers.
Pelee*. Chief Novel MeReyesolib
_
Chief McReynolds was mortilly
wounded Wednesday night in
gun battle with a former Cello-
way County resident Prestos
Moore... who had just returned
from. Odessa, Texas. Moore cam*
back to Murray saying he had
been a guard at the prison at
Odessa.
It is thought that he obtained
the .357 Magnum pistol used in
the shooting while on this job.
On Wednesday Moore went tp
the home of Mrs. Elaine Jams
on the East side of the county,
terrifying her and beating her
-up. She escaped to the yard
and was able to get back into
the house after drawing him
outside. She then locked the
doors. Mrs. James said that he
had been drinking.
Moore apparently then came
on into Murray. Reports indicated
that he attempted to get into
the. Court house in search of
Sheriff Brigham Futrell. a n d
County Judge Waylon Rayburn.
(Continued On Back Page)
F. McDougal
Passes Away
Frank McDougal. age 78, died
Thursday evening at 6:45 at his
home on Murray Route 3. Death
came as a result of a stroke
following an illness of three
weeks.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Effie McDougal; four datigh-
ters, Mrs. H. IL Houston, Hobart,
Indiana, - Mrs. Iverson Owen,
Murray Route three, Mrs. James
'KO, Murray Route one and Miss
Estelle McDougal of Murray; two
sons, Ewin and Pierce McDougal,
Murray:- Three SISTers,
Mrs. Gus Geurin,e' Mrs. Finis
Outland and Mrs. 'Lillie Lamb,
all of Murray: three brothers,
Edgar McDottgal of Paris, Toy
and Stanley McDougal, both of
Murray; seven grandchildren and
two great-grandchildren.
Mr. McDougal was a member
of the Elm Grove Baptist Church
where funeral services will be
held Saturday at 2:00 p.m. with
Rev. J. H. Thurman and Rev.
T G. Shelton officiating. Burial
will be in the Elm Grove Ceme-
tery.
Active pallbearers a r e: Ru-
dolph Geprin, Noble Farris, Hit;
hard Rogers, Hatton Garner,.
Clyde Hale and Tellus McDougal.
Friends may call at the.. J.
Churchill Funeral Home until
the service , hour. The J. H.,
Churchill Funeral Home is
of arrangements.
-
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IPUBLlaRED DX LLDGER & TL'HES
Colaselidation of the Murray Ledger,
-Anse's-Herald, October 20, 1928, aud
IL Det'2.
THE LEDGER & TIMES ;Optimism Is
PUBLISHING COMPANY. UK, hi
The Callaway Tunes. and Taa hir The
the West Kentuckian, January
JAM.ES C PUBLI.Slikat
rife reserve the right te reject war Advermung. Letters to the Editor,
ar Public Voice items %studs an our opinion are not for the lama
interest of our reeaers.
R.Leit.E.St.NTATIVES. WALLACE WITIalL'R CO., 1304
Monroe, Alampasa, Tenn.; 254.1 Para Ave., New York; 4u7 N. Michigan
laves Clacagu, Ou ilislyston SI, besstaL.
Illiiterect at the Post °dice, Murray, Kentucky, for traria-nes -Ion as
Second Clias Matter
1111U.ESCRIPTIO4 RATES. By C.rr.er in Murray. per week B. per
sweat law. lu_Cistueviay awl aoaeausag asuntasa per year ai.a0, eabt-
*/tale, *J.341.
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-WHGPAY& AX-
•
The "United States has completed a survey on taxes
paid.by the average American and it rinds he is pay-
Dig one-third of his annual salary, or wages.
It also finds the. consumer and individual tai payer
is paying Ati,...notineFFI i-TTI-iliTc,-Tif trTIMM-
. The tax of 52, err-rorperations is misleading be-
cause it is all passed along to the consumer in the form
of increased prices.
Thus, the individual taxpayer not only pays his taxes,
but 4:hose of the. cdrporafion as well. II- •
The survey shciws, also, thA if corporations didn't
include their 52, 'income tax in the price Of goodS- they'
maltq,or ,*ell. no  A:on/oration
The reason government can take a jhird of the aver-
age. person's income is because so much of the tax i4
hidden.
The U.P. rinds there are 100 taxes hidden in the price
of an egg, 116 ip a man's suit, 151 in a loaf of bread,
and 600 in the cost of a house.
. The man with a wile and two children earning $5,00l)
a year is working 22 days a year to pay his inconle tips
alone. This doesn't count all the other taxes-
The survey won't change anything, of course, but it
is well for the working men -and women to .know who
pays the taxes.
The ihdividual taxpayer, the consumer, pays all the
taxes, no matter who turns it in to ie federal, state or
local treasurer!'
Minor League
4
EDITOR'S NOTE: With the
start of anotaer baseball season,
iruzor 11eague uaseuall laces the
customary post-war competition
trum. terevlsion ana radio among
its other prooienis ut scri-Vin
eieurge Trautman, prestaent 01
the aational An. ea 1-aVis-
sainiir LiaSeuall Leagues, is p-
lunatic asioui the ithure, h
ever. In the Lemuel:4- uispat
tie presents the reasons tor h
By GEORGE N. TRAuTMAN
--miner 'Leaguer Presiderm
Written for United Press
CoLcailiLs, oniu eft - I
think it is nigh time that the
people in uaseuau re-ratneu those
storm canals and uegan to get
inate swaanine Inn) tnehr thins-
i here is too much Irresporrial5 e
talk auout how. basetatia beit'w
major league • level is dying
,in the vu4e, Twout 110W ISUiu
and television broadcasting axe
aulIng us at the gate, and about
Dow we need tne eautautio saw:-
utation tuna tur survival.
2 Ticket Sales Up
-Those statenients simply are
athea.'assiia. aehroatetaiseit the
structure of the National Assn.
we have people who . operate
their .francnises as successlulia
as the men who run teams in
are_ major _leagues. We recently
completed a siirvey of pre- season
aceet promotions ana Inc results
are most encouraging. In city
after city sales were up suo-
stanaally over the corresponding
period a year ago.
'ine Indications are that base-
ball at our level is due to make
a comeback - perhaps a spec-
tacular one. The reasons for
that are uovious.
Our peupia, keenly aware of
the competition in today's mar-
act lar the entertainment- dollar,
are promoting baseball as ne% el
oriore. in tact, some of our big
Os-others in the majors cuula
atail -take lessons from our clubs
ail &ea to sea the puolic.
7 A Firat-Class Product
10 Years Ago This Week
work in the office. _
Therremaining 16 union operators and repair men
who struck April 7 were still out last uight.
The Calloway Post of the Veterens of Foreign Wars
, and the Murry Lis Club will settle thei( dipferences
An a donkey baseball game at the Murray High School
football field Uri 'Saturday ._night at 7:30.
• • 3Tr. and Mrs. Bard). 'Williams of -near' Dexter an-
flounce. the .marelace of their daughter. Lorene, to Roy
Burkeen, also of near 'Dexter.
The coup-le was attended by . Mr. and Mrs. Edward
cousins of the bride.
•
•... Ledger _at Times File
011ie Brow .nranager.' of the Murray Telephone of-
fice; said yeste ay that better service was being offered tu sell all the way down through
Murray phone users since the return of six operators to our Class 0 leagues. We have
baseball's big stars of tomorrow
and they're young and eager,
hustling more perhaps than some
of tuaay's big leaguers, Who
have been .known to let down
a little on occasions because they
have made the grade.
In our cumMunities the fans
are being sold on the- idea that
the old ball park is the place
to go laira_avaipleas.atne fresh-air
recreation at h trioaerate price.
To -be side -there are many
(Only games scheduled).
Today's Games
New York at Philadelphia, night
Brooklyn at Pittsburgh, night
Sc Louis ,at Chicago .
alitwasskeveol.Caucasauala, night,
Tomorrow's Games
New, York at Philadelphia
Brooklyn at Pittsburgh
St. Louis at Chicago
Milwaukee at Cincinnati asnagat)
American League
W L Pct GB
Chicago J I .833
New ...York 5 2 .714 ,
Boston 5 3 .615 1
Kansas City 5 4 .556 las
Cleveland 3 4 .4'29 2 la
Baltimore 3 5 .375 3
Washington 3 6 .333 312
Detroit 2 6 .250 4
Yesterday's Results
Chicago 9 Detrent 4
Cleveiand 5 Kansas City 3
Blbston 12 Washington 7
(Only games scheduled).'
Today's Games
Boston at New. York
Washington at Baltimare, night
Detroit at Cleveland, night
Chicago at Kansas City, night
Tomorrow's Games
Chicago at Kansa.% City (misfit)
Detroit at Cleveland
Washington at Baltird,re
-The Murray State Teachers College Farm is in if clubs which have then* problemsa 
ton at New lurk
very high state. of cultivation.- Prof. A. Carman. head ut Hue aa're scrappers. We're
 fight- '
the Agri( Ulture Department, stated recentiy. It has been ing back against the 
unfair corn-
limed, phosphated. and legumes have been sown to ob: 
petition of saturation radio bruad-1
i
tain its present high state of productivity. ' 
castut of major teague games
The income of the farm is surprisingly large, even 
into our territory. We're battling
t retrt ve our 21-inch Using
to experienced farmers. The 'peach crop alone sold for o
823.00 last-oar. and it is 'expected to exceed that a-
mount this year.. The average. gross incurpe of the farm
is $22.0fai her year, and :510.000 of this is net income.
Need!ew,,rk and discussions of Spring flowers were
enjoyed by the Book and Thimble Club which met with
Mrs. - Dewey „lone', for Its regular meeting.
Mrs. Maggie Woods, as guest of the club. gaslome,
• intere“ing sulzgestions for Mother's Day.
Major League
Results
By UNITED PRESS
ea, Le ague
I
(8 1 arai Smith-. Winner-Wynn
1 el-1 a Lea r - Barnette (1-1)•
11R-Zermal 12ndi.
I •
Beea n 040 311 301-12 15 0
030 200 002- 7 8 1
1 ,151 1102 el10-3 9 4. Na.,•Saar., 4 e arm White:
l) 
I '"'2 ""` --6 6 ii 11:.eit it ,. (-AA vnger
t. , 6 . C .;1111; I. ,2,_ _seam: 131, I3r,,d ,,w,k1 IS)
,r1.-1 N. ra:a ! ) sad Cairnas . Warne r - Susce
ho. 1 ,--Dia (0-27. 1-I). I:oet r -11.-1.cde (t-,,. tin-
r
esse as, asis_a 8 0
, a.' and He
17
earl, night,
I.
C. ,:! I I.
I). : • 020 WI (1‘1))-4 13 1
(•, 003 131 10x-9 16 0
fl e Gr, rnek"77-31. Bunning
lae Crirraan 161. W oey 18) and
1, ese- sae-5 6 1 Ifause Harshrr.an. Hawall (7)
eina Leaser. Winner - Harahman
sa) L'-Grornek 0-1 T.
cmay crimes schestua-d.
. Bo ,s
- 
MARKET REPORT _
Murray Livestock Co.
Sideti<aa--Tilesday sit-2-:001Yttock -
'„ April 23, 1957
" TOTAL HEAD 816 '
Good Quality Fat Steers  420.00-21.90
Meijiurrn.Quality Butcher Cattle 15.00-19.00
Baby Beeves '  18.00-22.00
Fat Cows, Beef Type 12.00-14.00
c a r ners and Cutters 6.00-11.50
10.25-15,50
VE.A1.5
/-,ncy ,Veals    23.80
1 Veals  2240
No. 2 Veals  21.00
1 hrowouts  6.00-17.80
HOGS -
to 240 pounds 17.50
•
s
National League
W L Pct GB
Milwaukee 6 1 .857
Brooklyn 6' 1 .857
4 4 .500 21•2
Cincinnati 4 4 .500 2'-
Philadelphia 3 4 .429 3
ghlcago 3 5 .375 31es
St. Lauis 2 5 .286 4
Psttsburala 6-- 150 4W
Yesterday's Results
Cincinnati 6 Chicago 3
New York at --Brooklyn,
We have a first-claas product
'temporarily because of the lure
of the ball game on the TV
set. And by intelligent promotion
we are winning those, fans back.
Burdette Is
Cleared On
-Spitball"
NIILWAL KEE ar - Milwaukee
Bract,, right-hander Lea' Bur-
ta.a. 'Au, IA .rf :44.!
nail tharges by the Natrona,
League president. --today asked
for a "public apologa" from
Pits.
ncinnati manager Birdie Teb-
Burdette said he felt he was
Lunjuaas and unfairly accsisea"
by 'I euiseas last week if beans
a' setiva'ileg_,p.tbal,er.-
sr feel , 3 ebbetis owes me,
my wile arm children a public'
ap-elogy," Barnette said. "Yeas
always been -an honest pitcher
and have-never Intentionally vio-
lated- any rule in baseball." -
Wrier, Te•kea his reaction to
B41'41411(2 request for a public
epalega, Teourats said in St,,
-baare stave, .hris Nati:age woe,
Lou Skizas
Most Natural
Of Hitters
Major League
Leaders
By UNITED PRESS
National League
Player& Club G. AB R. H.is
13
12
13
11
alusial, St. L. 7 28 2
Gilliam, Bkn. 7 30 4
Bailey, Cinti. 8 28 5
Dark, St. L. 7 31 7
Aaron, -.Maw. 7 29 al
By MILTON RICHMAN Hodges, B
kn. 7 24 6
Furilio, Bkn. 7 25 4 9
United Press Sports Writer Bruton, Maw. 7 26 1 9
lusts isilast.s, to,. ier) - taut- Bouchee, Phil. 7 29 8 10
- note Lasey stenget some Moon, St. L. 7 29 6 10
Lane atm asa lam putat uiaiiK American League
ano is tne greatest natural Lucia- Williams, Bost. 8 33 9 15 .455
nig flitter tie 'sag ever seen.. arox, Chi. 6 26 5 11 .423
111.11a you allow the answer? Tuttle, Oct. 8 31 4 12 .387
Here are a euup.e ul 11111ta - It I Mantle, N.Y. 7 26 6 10 .385
ma hut either aaacaey tuassue or R. Williams, Blt. 9 3-1 0 1s3 .382
J Mitch. Bost. 8 34 7 13 .382
••Inc greatest natural looking, Skuwron, N.Y. 7 30 6 11 .367
nate" Is e • es er seen, says the Wertz; Cleve. 7 25 4 9 .360
lairatee nIaliager, WuttuUt uatang Sievers, Wash. 10 39 8 14 .359
-aTia zye, Lue-ska-as. Zviitigt, K.Gity- 9- la 0. 14-341
balaaa,an eccentric uark-haired Boone, Det. 8 29 6 10 .345
Greta, currentie is petrtaang me' Kell, Salt.
outileal tor n•alLt.ui.5 4..aLy Home Runs
8 29 4 10 .345
Amietics also it is tamer siva- American !League: Skovaron,
'scam mat atou saluureau cull- Yanks 4; Sievers, Senators 4;
etas wan Stengel in his opinion, Simpson. Athletics 4; Skizas,
Athletics 4,rs, .Four_ players tied_
Cas-IeSc• lialitIasuelual"s'Yayu nutnae.t71- attIrtieS 4
lau uiareau.or;u siLiis 
can 
u'llthedi-eany l, 
its 
anything National League: Aaron, Bray-in L 
es 3; M Ths, Giants 3; irteen
lat." 
n,s v
Always Over .300 
, tied with- 2.
Runs Batted In
American League; Sievers, Sen-
.
attars 14; '1 attic, tigers 11; Sump-
Take a look at some of Skizas'
• N
• i
crectentiais. pa-lying tne outiteas 
son, Athlet cs 9; Mauch, Red box
aLeagueul
aulkI. n 
in 
he hit -.311 
e. Paeumont 
•
9; Four tied with 8.
lur National- League: Furillo, Dud-
,
• gers 11; Mays, Giants '10; Baker,
°clear being tapped by Uncle Cubs 8; Sauer, Giants 8; -Bouchee,
Sam fur limitary service. When-
lie caiiltf out ne spent. part of
Ine.aeasun wan 13amingnam of
ate Soutnern Association, where
na batteu .40:a anti part with
Kansas Lay, then 'in ale Anieri-
can where ne hit
4211. 1 s'
With Denver in 1955, he cars'-
out a cool .446 tigure. Last
sear he started out wan the
lankees, was dean to Kansas
City June 14 and unisned with
a .414 average in 89 games. •
11 the 2a-year oiu besizas- is
suataa hut-snat With the bat,
hove curiae The Yankees let him
'get awa3, you ask.' Well, there a
the rub.
Hit Any Pitcher
Pct.
.536
.433
.429
.419
.379
9 .375
.360
.346
.345
.345
Phils 7; Ennis, .Cards 7; -Jones,
PhiLs. 7.
Pitching
a ,Foid, Yanks 2-U; Spa
hn, Brav-
es 2-0; Gomez, Giants 2-0; Harsh-
man, White Sox 2-0.
FISHING REPORT
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Lopez Too Good A Manager
To Keep Finishing Second,
From Fisherman's One-Stop
Water 58 Degrees - Dingy
and Clearing - Level about
Normal.
Remarks: We are in it up to
our necks, the best Crappie tish-
ing -in years. They are all big.
I haven't seen what I would
call a little Crappie. Unusual,
good and unexpected things are
nappening. Already limit catches
ot striper repot tea. In my opin-
ion, trotang spinner, small spoons,
ever liseu," Case) ciamas,
"He can hit any pitcher who a etc, against east eria bridge piers
"tiut
will prouuce limits of striper
yawn tw gets out there in the
vattielu . "
Stengel doesn't finish but It
a no- secret that the chunky
right now, and within a week,
night fishing the east end piers
an' proauce striper, I firmly
believe. Now take a look at the
Skiza.s isn't pusnmg 'Iris Speak- 58 degrees. 'fiat, my triend, is
er lur detensi.e laurels.
"We heard that Sicizas
tile ideal "'fur bass fishing. Su
was
suddenly we are in it! 'the best
supposed to be a 'outctier' in
the field," Boudreau says, "but
1 .certamly - can't complain about
the. jua he has dune for 'Us
out there. He dropped only one
ball out there us the uela last
'Boudreats; however, hastily
knocked' on wood and added,
"I hope I'm ma talking tou
quickly.-
Sports Parade
By OSCAR FRALEY
United Preas Sports Writer
NEW YORK la -'there are pest position or bad racing luck,
a numoer ut sports about which over-emphasis of last-year's win-
why a favorite lases - namely
iuss, of furrn of soundness, bad
you cons sinters near suspaions flings instead of the true criterian
:hat th ... • I - and . ix is in'  it pain.. of this sear•s performances, too
young Stanley Dancer that tsar-
neas racing is eine 01 them.
Ii you are one of the 10,333,133
fans who bet an amazing $534,-
b37,847 on the trotleisaariu pacers
last yaar you may nave 'heard
lhose charges. Yuu might even
be one 01 those wheamaue tnem
when the favorite goes into ti
'ineas" or winos up Lora n6-
,Wiacre.
kiut Dancer, the third leading
as eney winner last year, Will
aiaying. • I Kat 4. nothina la
then walked away!
He then staapea and said, "no
carrancro.a A, he walked further
Iron, the grata) ot reporters, he
stopped again aria said, "All
I Old was &ea* he rule
itself. The ic was-nothing peasonal
about it.'
) Na:iorial Leagtie President
%cal fen said studies-- made
by ran, and league umpires had
found Bur:State atneicent ot any
wrengaaing on the maenad. "Ra-
ther. Giles raid. Burdette was
wawa- -4441-4 r t psi etiologa, not
cheating in his dela:Lay."
!--ara Butdette wets his.
fingeia tie fare throwing the; relT,
but flue's lagai as tarry as he
ICS. III. fr, I)( f,,r1., the ball leaves
 
his hand. •
hear none ,if it.
In 6.00a Races
-I have amen in 6,000 races
in the past 10 yeary,- says tries
handsome, dalk-nsured reimmlin
tram New Egypt, N. J., "and
i can truthitais say I don't
talieve there has been any 'thing
a rung; in any eel them. If 'here
iseen, I in certain I would
'lave heard auout it or, at least,1 ilad a lit.:1111g abuUt something
tiring oft calor.-
ihere is, MP insists, simply
tap much at stake in an era
. in which harness racing has
Gecume tag business. The- male-
ideal- can lose ....ins license tor
life' or, if detected -gambling
ea cheatim can luse all his 'own-
As exampte, Dancer cane-islets
a hat is known as a -public
:aline.' He handles alose to 00
bead' f n some 35 eira ners at
a per-horse cast of 55600 an-
nually. Getting fall expenses and
la p. r cent ot she winnings,
tne trainer - driver has a real
geeod'thing going lor bin, without
asating tor a -get =mem- quittk
scheme.
--a Can't Dirt Driver
..SoniCanneb "1- feel_ that we'll
in vet beaable lee convince- the
ptiblic that this is ,strictly on
late les( 1," hefsaid gainsay. "What
they don't anderstrand is that
,ii every_ taerse ran true to Iona
asiss'ar one-twa-thrta as expected
I-a-there 4,v4Z1444-1,-- by- any _i•Elise
I in Aagclusg."
'then: ale a triumatt ol !actors
. • .
• a
adrupt -a- Move up in -class pr
the public fallacy or: betting on
the driver instead of the horse.
Indicative of betting the driver
was a recent race in which
Dancer is-as driving a horse
named Flying Pence against a
heate called Gay Dancrer. A week
earlier, Dancer's horse had been
beaten by the "arinsistritt --Gay
Dancer. But the fans made Flying
Pence - or, Dancer - 'the chutce
.t 140 j•.# a SI is tale -•GAN
Osis • -al sT t- $1. Rixpiriint
11111611611111111MMIIIMEINIIMIni 
By MILTON RICHMAN
United Press Sports Writer
Caaeae Stengel says Al Lopez is
"too good a manager to keep
finishing second all the time,"
and judging from their jack-rab-
bit getaway, the Chicago White
Sox are bent on proving Ole•
Case a prophet.
Off to his best start in his
last five years as a manager,
Lopez has the White Sox in first
place with five victories in six
games.
- al said 1 felt we could win
year before the season began and
it still goes," the White box de-
clared following Thursday's 9-4
vieturar over- the .Detroit Tigers
Fox The Leaser
Leading the way for the White
Sox_ at the moment is little Nel-
lie Fox, with his customary wad
of chewing tobacco and a fancy
.423 batting average. Fox was
a-- kay- cantributac in Thuradase
triumph. over the Tigers with a
pair of doubles and a single.
Southpaw Jack Hershman was
credited with his second victory
although ancient Dixie Howell
took over for him in the seventh.
Steve Grumek was the loser.
The 'Indians, who started poor-
ly this year, *els-
letics. 5-3, even though the -
were held to six hit. They broke
a 1-1 tic in the seventh with a
three-run rally that was high-
lighted by Vic Wertz' tweaerun
double off loser Wally Burnette.1
Early Wein was the winner but
he gave way to Ray Narleski
after yielding a two-run homer
to Gus Zernial in the eighth.'
Ted Williams continued his
torrid hitting for the Red Sot
with a double, and two singles
in a 12s7 decision over t It e
Senators. Williams' three- hits •
boosted his average to .455, best
in the American League. George
Susce Jr.. yielded three hits over
the last 5 2-3 innings to gain tht•
we have seen in years!
IndivIclual Catches
Evansville, fridiana: James R.
Marcum, 42 Crappie, to
10, minnows.
Glut/tee, Illinois: Matt Rogers
arid' H. W. einebon, au elapple
to 2 It, nannuess.
Pa-clue-am Kentucky: John:Hui:is
amid Holman, ear Crappie one
uay and 3.3 another up to 234-
o, ininnaws. l'.• E. Dunn and
Jun Masan, 17 Crappie average
1 la lb, ihinnows.
Gaps Girardeau, Miasoure Geo.
and Jenny Hirsch, 51 Cfappie,
total weight los. Jim Dear.
and Dean Vancriser •30 cripple'.
top ala ID. ihil tiollenbeck anti
aalcire Earlbacner, s4 crappie
1 to 2 lb. Mr. and Mrs. (thanes
Harris 26 Lrappie, top 2 lb. Mr
anal Mn,. W. vi. JUDeIl DO Crap-
pie, top 212 lb. Mr. and Mrs.
Dean Vanuiser, 35 Crtiapie, '2
to 2 lb.
Mt. Carmel, Illinois: Dr. Jahr,
Canners, au Crappie, top 1 lb
11 or.
Zonis, lainota Charles H. Bry-
son, 20 Crappie, la to 1,'-4 lb.
Madisonville, Ky.: Dan Han-
berry and Va. T. Scutt, 30 Crap-
pie, top 2S2 lb. Doug Braille 15
Crappie, aserage lii lb. Tornms
Datillo and lerry Jackson, 15
Crappie, average I C5 ID. Falterer
Whit, • 9 13it 2a2 and 3 lbs,
LET'S ELECT
Charlie
Lassiter
- Our -
knoidSENTATIVE
victory after
Willard Nixon,
hit. a two-run
in the fourth.
The Yankees
not scheduled.
relieving starter
Clint Courtney
homer off Nixon *
and Orioles were
Cincinnati, which opened the
campaign with four straight de-
feats, won its fourth in a row
by beating Chicago, 6-3.
Lawrence Goes Distance
Brooke Lawrence, a 19-game
winner last year, gave up nine -
hits but became the first Cin-
cnnati pitcher to go the distance S --
this year.
The Redlegs made only six
_hits it capitalized on four Cub _-
errors, two of them by shortstop _
Ernie Banks. Errors by Banks
and second baseman Casey Wise
gave the Redlegs their first run
in the opening inning and they
added three more in the second
off rookie Dick Drott 'with the .
ap,, of asaairaffae_ 13y GeGorge
Crowe and doubles iv Bd Baiey
and Don Hoak.
The only- other National Lea-
gue game scheduled was the one
between the Giants and Dodgers '
but it was postponed because of
rain.
REFRIGERATION
SERVICE
JOHN ED JOHNSON
Phone 1087-J
Night 1954
SYKES - RUTLAND
PLUMBING CO.
So. 4th St.
Nite
945-R40
603
Day
1654
'BECAUSE IIE I :1.1.1E VES . . .
1. The 
6.-
amblers of Keeneland Race Track should pay'"l amblers
share of taxes.
2. The primary eleetiOn should be held the first 
Saturday
in August.
3. State income.taxes should be lowered.
4. Calloway County should get their share of roads.
5. County and State taxes should be payable the first day
of March instead of the first day of January.
Let's elect a man who will represent the people of
CallowayCourity. Let's elect a man who will rep-
resent working people, the people who earn their
living by the sweat of the brow. Remember when
we vote for Charlie Lassiter we are voting for a
man who is sober, qualified, deserving and will
not have any special interests to represent.
•
the DIFFERENCE
is SERVICE
It makes a difference where you buy that
new car! Often it has nothing to do with
price. Our prices are competitive ... we
can sell you a new Pontiac for as little as
anyone ... and we believe you'll like trad-
ing with us because
the DIFFERENCE
is SERVICE
a
'WE HAVE NO QUOTAS TO MAKE
NOR RECORDS TO BREAK!
At Main Street Motors we have plenty of
time to discuss your transportation needs
... the best possible deal for you. . . terms
'16-sta-you.
After delivery we have plenty of time to
see that you
protected by
new Pontiac
ed.
are satisfied ... that you are
our guarantees ... that your
gives you the service intend-
WE'D LIKE TO ADD YOUR NAME
TO THE GROWING LIST OF REGULAR
CUSTOMERS
- SEE -
JOHN WATSON - THOMAS JONES
46 •
MAIN ST. MOTORS
1406 West Main
Murray, Ky. Phone 59
WEST KENTUCKY'S OLDEST
PONTIAC DEALER
(
•
•
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•
•
•
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Police Guns Wipe Out Burglar Trio
JP;
tPLAIM_ LU I Itt.,S Lnicago police view bouies ol tnree burglars shot down in a--blazing gun battle early Friday morning. The burglars, one a former suburban
policeman, walked into a trap at the offices of a State Street department store.They .were identified As James Renter, former Maywood policeman, Jalnes Bar-temio, Melrose Park, and James Wulf of Glenview. None of the seven police inthe battle were injured. (International Soundphoto)
America's First Scheduled
Jet Transport Flight In 1958
By ROBERT J. STERLING
United Press" Staff Correspondent
WASHINGTON l•fl - America's
first scheduled jet transport
flights-will take place late in
1958.
.And with the birth of the jet
age will come the safest form.
of aerial .teansportation known
to man.
Jets, wilt be safer for several
reasons:
-Their high-speed, high-alti-
tude requirements have resulted
in the design of the strongest
planes ever built. The wings of
a jet transport could suppok
i4e weight of automobiles piled
111 high as the Washington Monu-
ment.
-Jet engines are more reliable.
less prone to failure, than piston
engines. Capital Airlines' Vis-
counts, which used a jet engine
hitched to a conventional propel-
lor. have had only one infflight
engine failure since they were
first placed in operation nearly
hnnouncer
Hits Touchy
Subjects
By WILLIAM EWALD
nited Press Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK I114 - Mike Wal-
lace. who has wowed this town
during the past six months -with
a local interview show, shuttles
into the network arena this Sun-
day.
ABC-TV will launch "Mike
Wallace Interviews," a 30-minute
opus, with Gloria Swanson the
initial subject Of Mike's buck-
Moots. SubsIsquent shows will
tikature Orson Weles, Harry Bela-
fonts.. Gypsy Rose Lee, Mickey
Cohen and Eldon Edwards..the
imperial wizard of the Ku Klux
K lan. -
Wallace's interview program
differs from other TV talk shows
in its approach - Mike does
not pussyfoot.
Taboo Su 6 Jetts
"What we do'" is to go after
two years ago.
Avoid Bad Weather
-Jets fly higher thars-conven-
tiorial planes, avoiding bad wea-
ther with ease, and their swept-
back wings are less affected by
turbulence.
•
,'--Jets-in many Ways are easier
to fly and handle than a piston-
engine plane. The Boeing 707
jet transport contains only 180
cockpit instruments; the Boeing
Stratocruisor, a conventional four
engined plane, has nearly 500
cockpit instruments.
-In takeoff or landing crash,
a jet is less likely to catch fire
because its kerosene fuel is less
inflammable than high - octane
gasoline.
Manufacturers now are engag-
ed in the greatest flight testing
program ever involved in the
introduction of new aircraft.
"We know one bad crash could
seriously damage public accept-
ance of this new kind of flying."
lieu? aircraft company official
said. "We aren't cutting any
corners in putting out the safest
transport eve?' created."
Safety Problems Arise
Boeing's 7b7 prototype, for ex-
ample, took blueprint form in
1952, underwent its first test
flight in May, 1954. and already
has had more than 1,100 hours
of flight operation.
But the jet transport age also
will bring safety problems.
The old -see and be seen"
rules for so-called visual flight
comditions won't work with jets.
jet transport pilot who sees
an oncoming plane one mile
away won't have time to take
evasive action. At 600 miles an
hour, the other plane will be
%mien him in four seconds.
This means the jet airliners
will '-operate under instre!ment
flight rules, even in perfect
weather. They will cruise at
altitudes of 24,000 feet and high-
er, with flight paths controlled
by federal air traffic centers on
the ground. At such altitudes.
they will be using air space
hitherto reserved for military
traffics_
Jets do not operate efficiently
at lower altitudes, where they
gulp fuel with enormous appe-
tites. The Boeing 7.07  which re-
cently flew acniss-cotinTry-burn-
ed ,up 1.000 pounds of fuel just
taxiing from its Seattle leading
area to the takeoff runway.
Better Traffic Control
This means jet transport cap-
thins will have to plan flights
with extremercare to avoid land-
ing delays which might jeopar-
dize their fuel supply. This in
turn makes the development of
a better air traffic control system
an absolute necessity for the jet.
age.
Experts predict that jetliners
en taboo prior to this on TV,"
said Mike today. "We've talked
to women about sexual mores
to Negroes about miscegenation.
"We've asked a former head
of the Communist Party about
• his 'motives, we've talked motives
y..ith sports figures and politics
with writers and actresses.
"In' a sense, what we have
done is to ask people to justify
ighemselvcs. We don't want the
`biography, the hard news story.
What we're looking for. is at-
tidue, the drives behind people."
will fly pre-celctilated flight
Wallace, who - has shepherded paths 'rnenitored and guided elec-
his interview 'show over .the tronically. to assure them of
local_Dumont channel here since
Irmucalk
on-schedule landings. Such a
rentreer -could virtual
touched on skitter!: areas. eliminate "stacking." not only
famous milliner was asked about for jets but all airliners. eihomosexualism in his field. Elsa Despite their 600-mile an hone
Maxwell was questioned on her
*sem sex elite and that of the
so-called international set. Peter
Freuchen, the quiz winner, de-,
livered- a dissertation on Eskimo
sex life.
The Unhappy Thing
"The unhappy thing, of course,
is the emphasis some people
have placed on this kind of
interview," observe&Mike. "They
charge - us with sensationalism
for sensationalism's sake.
"But -we're not looking under
any reeks. Our questione are
penetrating questions, but they're
. fait - think thvre is
anyone who has gene into an
interview with me ..who hasn't
.cOrne out better than he went
Cancer Said
Deficiency
Disease
,
e
TEE LEDGER, 84 TIMES - MURRAY. KENTUCKY
4
 .agelleff
Safety Problems For Travel
In Air Growing Steadily
By ROBERT J. STERLING •
United Press Staff Correspondent'
WASHINGTON IP -Air travel
today is statistically safer than
it has ever been before. Poten-
tially, it is growing steadily more
hazardous.
The supreme ironi! of the seri-
ous air ,safety problems now
confronting the nation is that
they stem laigely, from past
achievements in making it safer
to fly.
Twenty years ago, the sched-
 uled airlinees_fley_v_1Q ip
miles for every fatal accident.
In 1956, they flew' 100 million
miles for every fatal accident
and carried 30 times more pas-
In that very expansion, how-
ever, 
ristl'ae:s.)4e:tie),.:eTrhatc..enistse _nt improvementgteeyr s 
doubly impre_eeive because it was
-
fantastic expansion.
Expansion Breeds Disaster
lies the seed of potential
disaster. The air age has grown
too fast. The nation is now
faded with an aerial traffic jam
that will get worse before it'
gets better. Planes literally are
flying too fast and tiso often
for man to control their move-
ment efficiently.
Airliners now operate in weath-
er that 10 years ago would have
prounded them. In ,effect, the
Irlines keep ptempiroi Tricir‘
traffic into an antiquated system
which had difficulty headline
the traffic of only five years
ago.
By DELOS SMITH A modern commercial transport
United Press Science Editor plane is the product of engineer-
ing genius, equipped with safety
NEW YORK (tP - Because devices that turn what used
the formulation of a sound theory to be emergencies into routine
capable of explaining known situations.
facts often has led .to extremely Yet this same plane must fly
important scientific discoveries,
it is of interest that a new theory
proposes that cancer is a de-
ficiency disease.
Interest is sharpened by the
fact that this theory was formu-
lated at the same time but
independently by Drs. L. A.
Erf and B. J. Miller of Jefferson
Medical Col4egle, Philadelphia,
and by Dr. t dwin E. Osgood of mercial airliners flying more
the University-of Oregon Medical than 3.000 daily schedules in
School, • Portland.
Erf, Miller and Osgood theoriz-
ed that the deficiency was in
whatever substances cause new
body cells- to mature and take
up their vital roles in body
chemistry. Such substances ex-
cept in one instance, ; are not
now known to exist; the theoriz-
ers proposed that they do exist.
Sisdied Pernicious Anemia
Erf. Miller and Osgod took
pernicious anemia as a theoretical
base. There was a time when
it was considered a form of
cancer, since it was marked by
uncontrolled multiplication of im-
mature red blood cells and as
a disease it was uniformly vital.
Then it was discovered it was
a deficiency disease - the de-
ficiency being in vnam B12 which
is. the essential substance that
matures red blood cells. No one
need die of pernicious anemia
now but an victims must be
given vitamin B12 regularly to
supply their own deficiency.
Erf, Miller and Osgood pro-
posed that the maturing sub-
stances of cells could be many
and varied and differ from cell-
type to cell-type. They both
proposed that these substances
could originate inside ,the cell
or could reach the cell from
the outside by way of the blood
and other body fluids. •
In either cafe. cancer woilld
represent i disruption in supply
and distribution. The causes of
dieruplien could be many. This
would explain why cancer has
so many forms and appearances.
The pointing of both theoriters
was towatia more research in
thts subtle chemistry of normal
cells. This would mean a change
of emphasis in cancer research
which 'now accents the study
of cancerous and other abnormal
cells.
Uncontrolled Multiplication
Basically cancer is an unseen-
trolled multiplication of primi-
tively immature undifferentiated
cells. .As Erf and Miller pointed
out in stating the theory in
the technical journal of t he
American Academy of General
Practice, it is only necessary
-arm tutt to become- rancerous
"to eventually cause the death
of the organism."
Cellular damage could block
speed, the jets will be no harder the delivery of maturing sub-,
to take off or land than a con-
ventional transport.
Boeing's 707, which has already
been flown by a number of
airline pilots, lands at the same
speed as a .DC7 and has the
same stall characteristics as a
'piston-engined plane. However,
it needs a bit more runway
length.
ACCIDENT
NEW BEDFORD, Mass SO -
An automobile skidded into the
-car .of Jeseei Mello, bounced off
the car of Arthur Mello, and
crashed into the car of Joseph
Mello. The- Mellos are not re-
lated.
s
stances to immature cells which
can divide and so multiply with-
out ever maturing. This would
explain howcertain ..chemicals
and excessive radiation cause
cancer. Also it could explain
the strange phenomena of can-
cer, such as the 15 cases of
remiesons of leukemia which Ef
and Miller have seen personally
following bronical pneumonia.
One remission lasted nine years.
According to the new theory,
pneumonia stimulated body chem-
istry into a greater activity
Which produced the 11-iis•Riag ma-
ture substances for a time.
Osgood proposed the theory
in the technical journal of the
National Cancer Institute.
under a traffic control system
22 years old and into airports
that are obsolete and inadequate.
In 1938, there were 345 com-
mercial airliners flying 204 daily
schedules in and out of 183 do-
mestic airports - all under a
traffic control system that was
set up in 1935.
Today, there are 1.637 corn-
and out of 549 airports - under
what is basically the same system
established in 1935.
Congestion Multiplies
The congestion problem would
be serious enough if airports
and airways had only the 1.60B
Seek Rightful
Oscar Owner
By ALINE MOSBY
United Press Staff Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD (ifl - Every-
body from a dead man to a
San Francisco movie fan has
put in a claim for Hollywood's
"homeless" Oscar, but Producer
Frank King still claims it be-
longs to a mysterious man nam-
ed Robert Rich.
Rich was voted an Oscar for
writing the ,pest original movie
story of b95 "The Brave One."
made by the King Brothers. But
when Rich wasn't in town to
cellect the award, movieland de-
veloped a first class who-wrote-
it-mystery - is Rich man or
myth? -
• "-I've received phone calls -from
more people," sighed King in
his office before rushing off to
New York. "One man in San
Francisco claims he wrote it.
So does a fellow in Salinas
(Califl. A fellow in Boston swears
his uncle wrote it before he
died.
"We bought the story from
Rich ears ago in Gertnany
commercial transports to handle.
It reaches staggering proportions
when you include the rest of
the nation's airway users -
42,000 military planes. 44,000
private planes and 19,00Q air-
craft used by business an in-
dustry.
One year ago, a special presi-
dential commission., warned that
scheduled airliners were report-
ing four near-collisions daily.
The Airline Pilots Association
(ALPA). representing 11,000 sche-
dule airline gaptains and co-
pilots, recently told the United
Press:
"Despite the shock that re-
velation caused and all the talk
about correeling the situation.
our pilots are STILL reporting
an average of four neat-misses
within five miles of airports."
The ALPA Yin-Chez was blit-
tressed only a few days ago by
an official report from the Civil
Aeronautics- Board. CAB said it
received 452 voluntary reports
of near-collisions in the last
four months of 1956.
Handmainden to She e.,traffic
problem is the dismal condition
of the nation's airports. Most
pilots regard even the major
terminals as otelmoded, poorly-
designed and in manyf cases
potentially dangerous. ...•
The present traffic control sys-
tem has been known to virtually
collapse under the strain of heavy
traffic combined with bad weath-
er.
On June 21. 1956 - a day the
airliners have dubbed "Black
Thursday" - an estimated 100,-
000 passengers were subjected
to lengthy delays or cancellations
because bad weather in one
!erge area caused a chain reaction
of air traffic delays throughout
the entire nation.
Fortunately, there were no
crashes. But no one in the in-
dustry would like to say how
many close calls took place.
We've sent wires all over Europe
to track him down but no answer
yet. My brother, Maury. is going
to Europe in two weeks to
advertise in the papers there for
him"
Even the late Robert Flaherty
has been named as the man
 0 To14•   thatho shouldget scar P-
Science ,Teacher
Program Suggested
URBANA, Ill. -AR-, Teacher
certification officials should be
encouraged to waive temporarily
the teacher training require-
ments of persons qualified In The
sciences. the American Society'
for Engineering Education says.-
"This %Obeid permit the high
schools to turn to valuable
new sources of science teaching
talent-retired scientists and
college teachers, for example."
an ASEE report explained.
The report said that, if the
certification requirements were
relaxed, many industries could
share their staff members to
help teach science in high.
schools.
The society's secclary schools
committee said indestry also
could help by providing summer
jobs for science teachers And it
annlauded summer programs,
such as those sponsored by the
National Science Foundation,
which brine high school ecienee
teachers back to university
campuses.
The committee said the profes-
sional and .social status of all high
school teachers should be im-
proved, their extra
-curricular
loads reduced and assistants pro-
vided to relieve them of routine.
STRENGTHEN IRON CURTAIN
NICKELSDORF. Austria -
Austrian border guards said today
heavy activity along the Hun-
garian border indicated the Hun-
garians were re-establishing the
barbed wire barricades and mine
fields that formerly closed the
Austro-Hungry border.
flight Director Fred Zinneman
reveals t h e deceased director
wrote. an identical story. of a
little Mexican boy and 'a bull.
'Benito and the Bull', in Santa
Fe. N. M., 1828- _
"Flaherty told me the' story
when we were in Germany in
1931," Zinneman said. "It may
be pure coincidence."
Flaherty. says Zinneman. later
sold the story to Orson Welles
Welles says he filmed it as
"My_ Friend Benito" in Mexico
for MO in 1945 but after a
change in management "I was
fired and the picture was shelved
and written off as a tax loss."
"I have no hard fee;lings about
it and I'm not' suing," added
Welles. "I'm glad that someone
else had success with the story." -
Other Hellsoyondites are „con-
vinced the tale was pinned by
some screenwriter unable to work
under his own name because
of a Communist past. So far
the motion picture trade papers,
have busily tracked down 'denials
Srom Dalton Trumbo, • Michael I
Wilson and Hugo Butler.
French Author Recovering
PARIS fir - Author Francoise
Sagan; critical k' injured April
14 when her orts car crashed,
Is recovering rapidly and expects
to leaveethe hospital in a week,
it was learned today.
W-L-A-C
TV SCHEDULE
Daylight Saving
AM-PM SUNDAY, APRIL 28
11:30 Faith for Today
12:00 Heckle and Jeckle
12:30 Wild Bill Hickok
1:00 Hollywood Spectacular
2:30 The Visitor
3:00 Odyssey
4:00 The Spear Family
4:30 Air Power
5:00 Lassie
5:30 Soldier of Fortune
6:00 Ed Sullivan Show
7e00. G-.S.- Sunday Night Thee rie
7:30 Alfred Hitchcock Presents
8:00 564,000 Challenge
8:30 What's My Line
9:00 Sunday News Special
9:15 Marge & Gower Champion
9:45 Weathervane
9:50 Million Dollar Movies
Sign -Off 
-
* MORNING PROGRAMS
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
6:00 Jimmy Dean Show
6130 Channel 5's Farm Report
6:40 Speer Family
6:55 Morning News & Weather
7:00 Captain Kangaroo
7:45 'CBS News
7:55 Morning News &
8:00 Garry Moore
8:30 Arthur Godfrey
(Except Friday, Garry
9:30 Strike It Rich
10:00 Valiant Lady
10:15 Love of Life ,
'10:30 Search For Tomorrow
10:45 The Guiding Light
11:00 CBS News
11:10 Stand Up And Be Counted
11:30 As The World Turns
12:00 Our Miss Brooks (Noon)
Weather
•
Moore)
AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
12:30 House Party
1:00 The Big Payoff
1:30 Bob Crosby
2:00 The Brighter Day
Billy Graham Is
"Danger To Faith"
NEW YORK ar - • Roman
Catholics were warned t o d zi y
that they are expressly forbidden
to listen to evangelist Billy Gra-
ham in Madison Squire Garden.
On radio or television, or to read
his books or semions.
John E. Kelly. director ci( the
.
Bureau _of 
_Information' of the
National Catholic Welfare Con-
-Terence. writing in the Homiletic
and Pastoral Review, a magazine
for Roman Catholic priests, said
there is much to admire in Gra-
ham's oreachinc •
But .he said Graham_ preaches
"heresy" in his insitenip that
there is no one denomination
which is the- true- -church of
Christ.
"Catholics are not permitted
to participate in Protestant re-
ligious services," Kelly wrote.
He said Greham's published
works contain doctrines which
are either false in themselves
or false because they are in-
complete and thus "fall within
the scone of the index and read-
ing them is forbidden by canon
law." '
"Catholics should net tune in
9n Billy's radio and television
programs." Kelly • wrote. "So well
constructed are his sermone, so
interwoven is true and false
doctrine, so forceful and per-
suasive is his delivery, that even
a fairly well instructed Catholic
may be deceived."
Kelly said that despite the
"church's" position, many Roman
Catholics have listened to and
read Graham's preaching.
For all Roman Catholics. Kelly
wrote. "Billy is a danger to the
faith."
WHY GIVE TEST?
GOSHEN 'CITY, Ind IT ---
City Judge Philip Baker ruled
Tuesday a drunknmeter test could
not be used as esfidence in the
trial of a man charged with
drunken driving because the man
was not in possession of all his
faculties when he took the test
- 31==illa
NOTICE
Hebert (H, G.) Dunn
formerly of Dunn's Barber Shop
IS NOW WITH.
WHITEWAY BARBER
SHOP
AND INVITES HIS FRIENDS AND CUSTOMERS'
TO VISIT HIM IN HIS. NEW LOCATION
Time
2:15 The Secret Storm
2:30 The Edge of Night
3:00 The Big Show
4:30 Big Name Feature Western
5:15 Dime Edwards & News
PM MONDAY, APRIL 29
5:30 Bugs Bunny
.6:00 Popeye and Friends
6:30 Talent Scouts
7:00 I Love Lucy
7:30 December Bride
ICOCI-StlidiO'.0-tie •
9:00 Robin - Hood
9:30 Burns & Allen
10:00 Shell Big' News
10:10 Weathervane
10:15 Million Dollar Movies
12:00 Sign Off (Midnight)
- 'PM TUEBOAV,-APATI---3.0
5:30 Name That Tune
6:00 Popeye and Friends
6:30 Private Secretary
7:00 • To Tell The Truth
7:30 Red Skelton
8:00 $64.000' Question
8:30 Spike .Tones Show
9:00 O'Henry Playhouse
9:30 _Phil Silvers Show
10:00 Shell Big News
10:10 Weathervane
10:15 Million Dollar Movies
12:00 Sign Off (Midnight)
PM WEDNESDAY, MAY I
5:30 Bugs Bunny
6:00 Popeye and Friends
6:30 Giant s.Step
7:00 The Millionaire
7:30 I've Got A Secret
800 20th Century Fox Show
9:00 Arthur Godfrey Show
10:00 Shell Big News
10:10 Wethervane
10:15 Million Dollar Movies
12:00 Sign Off (Midnight)
PM THURSDAY, MAY 2
530 Bugs Bunny
6:00 Popeye and Friends
6:30 Climax
7:30 Playhouse 90
9:00 Sgt Preston of the Yukon
9:30 Bob Cummings
10:00 Shell Big News
10:10 Weathervane
10:15 Million Dollar Movies
12:00 Sign Off (Midnight)
I 506 W. Main St.
PAGE THREE .
Pm FRIDAY, MAY 3
5:30 Beat The Click
6:00 Popeye and Friends
6:30 Dick Powell's Zaree Grey,
Theatre • - - -
7:00 Mr. Adams & Eve
7:30 Frontier Doctor
8:00 The Lineup
8:30 Person To Person
9:00 Schlitz Playhouse
9:30 West Point
10:00 Shell Big News
10:10 Weathervane
10:15 Million Dollar Movies
12:00 Sign Off (Midnight)
AM SATURDAY, MAY 4
7:30 Captalff :Kangaroo
8:30 Might Mouse Playhouse
9:00 Winky Dink & You
9:30 Tales of the Texas Ranget
10:00 Big 
_Tell_
11:00 Sky King
11:30 Air Force Digest
11:45 Dizzy Dean Show
11:55 Game of the Week
Redlegs vs Giants
PM SATURDAY, MAY 4
230 !ley Rogers 
• 
-3:15 Kentucky Derby
345 Little Rascals
400 Room 500
4:30 News Conference
5:00 Death Valley Days
5:30 The Buccaneers
6:00 Jackie Gleason Show
7:00 Gale Storm Show
7:30 Hey Jeannie
8:00 Gunsmoke
8:30 TBA
9:00 TBA
10:00 Million Dollar Playhouse
11:30 Target You
12:00 Sign Off (Midnight)
tliAD4CATS PREVEIsli
1HE DESTRUCTIVE TERMITP
FREE INSPECTION
TERMITES
-Licensed and Insured-
Sam Kelley
Photo. 441
Kelley's Pest
. Control
MURRAY LOAN CO.
Telephone 13C
"YOUR HOME-OWNED LOAN CO."
LAWN BOY
MOWERS
from $69.95
•
EXCELLO
18" . . $89.95
21" . . $99.95
•
TRADE IN
YOUR OLD
MOWER
Large SWING GYM (slide tic glider $32.09
GRASS SNIPS 98 GARDEN RAKES
' $$. 2222$10299.i584.92
GARBAGE CAN, 20-gal. , 
 
8RAKE $1.90 HOE  $ 2 5
HEDGE SHEARS $2.45 WHEELBARROW  
GARDEN HOSE, 50-ft. 
 
LADIES SIZE SHOVEL 
TRASH BURNER . $2.10YARD BROOM
Flat Tint gal. $4.90 qt. $1.50
Satin Enamel gal. 5.95 qt. 1.95
Gloss Enamel gal. 6.95 qt. 2.25
1.4".7,S1
KURFEES
PAINTS"
PORCH ENAMEL 
 gal. $6.00 qt. $1.75
.RFD OUTSIDE gal. $4.10 - qt. $1.30
EVER KLEEN OUTSIDE gal. $5.95 . qt. $1.75
Painter's Pride OUTSIDE WHITE 
 gal. $4.95
NAVACO
ALUMINUM
AWNING'S-
•
FREE ESTIMATES
•
Phone for Measuring
and Pricing
Combination Aluminum Storm Screen Doors $.3505
Pull Down Hidden Stairway 
 
$24 
Linoleum Floor Tile, 9x9, as low as .. 10c per tile
Congowall Wall Covering 54" 
 
oc f
Sancti-an Counter Covering 27" 
 59c ft.
STARKS HARDWARE
12th & Poplar • Phone 1142
"WHERE PARKING IS NO PROBLEM"
e;
•
I'
•
'
•N,
FOUR
•
;
THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY
•
Women's Page
Jo Burkeen, Editor. .. Phone 694-M-4 or 763-J
y
Weddings
Club News
Locals
Activities
Wadesboro Club Has
Meeting In Home Of
Mrs. Mitchell
The home of Mrs. Monroe
Mitchell was the scene of the
meeting o (the Wadesboro Home-
makers Club held on Thursday,
April 18, at one o'clock in the
afternoon.
-Fitting and Joining Slip Coy-
era" was the subject of the
lesson given by Mrs. Betty Pal-
mer and Mrs. alavis Young.
The devotion from the third
chapter of Proverbs was given
by Mrs. Norvel Short fa:COW
by prayer by Mrs. W. S. Jones.
The reading report giving some
very good points for daily lit tug
in seeing good in others was
given by Mrs. Wayne Hardie.
Mrs. Herbert Conner gave the
treasurer's report. Mrs. Lowell
Palmer gave the riliamaidarnotes.
and Mrs. Hansel Ezell •-directed
the recreational period.
The president, Mrs. poris Ezell,
made remarks concerning the
district meeting which will be
held at Murray State College
May 3. - •
Seventeen members and two
. visitors. Mrs.- Norvel Short and
Mrs. Guy Cunningham, were
present.
The next meeting will be held
in the home of Mrs. Doris Ezell!.
• • • • I
-
Ifrorkshop Meet Held
By Creative .--Irts
Department .1Ionddy
The monthly workshop meet-
ing of the Creative Arts Depart-
ment a the Murray Woman's
Club was held at the club house
on Monday. April 22. at ten
o'clock in the morning. .
Each of the members worked
on the various projects includ-
ing trays, oil painting of fruit
made at previous meeting, and
the making of dolls.
Mrs. Fred Gingles presided at
the business session. It was voted
that next year when members
have .oissed two meetings. they.
will be sent a card ' saying if
they are not present for the next
meeting they will be dropped
from the roll for the cause of
having missed three meetings in
succession.
The slate of officers for the
new club Year was presented
as follows: Mrs. Robert Hahs.
ehairman; Mrs. Jack . Bryan,
vice - chairman; Mrs. .Marvin
Wrather. secretary; Mrs. GUIs
Patten. treasurer...
Plans were made for the open
house to be held Mondaj. May
27. On yhdatt will be tlae venal*
i 
r
tems ade by the department
this year, hobbies of members
made at home. and foreign crafts
collected by the members. The
public is cordially inotted to
attend.
• • • •
Charm EssentiaL
For Party Hostess
SOCIAL .CALENDAR
Friday. April 26 Murray Woman's Club will meet
The Coldwater Homemakers at the club house at two-thirty
Club will meet at -the home of o'clock in the afternoon.
Mrs. Kenton Broach at o n e • • • •
o'clock. Thursday, April 25
• • • •
Saturday, April 27
Klub Kapers, a home talent
show will be presented in the
Murray High School auditorium
at 8:00 o'clock by the Murray
Woman's Club, a benefit for
eir YouTh Conservation project.
e • • •
The Alpha Department of the
NEW YORK V —Elsa Max-
'well, the best-known party-giv-
er. says anyone can be a "hostess
with the moetest" by learning
the secret :o a successful party
—charm.
Miss Maitwell believes charm
is the most important thing in
the world and may be had by
anyone, A bit of rnarm, like an
unusual flpwer arrangement. -will
give your party the mark of
distinction it 'needs' to be read..
Another triCk is Zo-nsk-
-to disappear quietly when they
'leave.. Miss Maxwell Laid in an
interview that she ver leg her. 
gueststell her go ye or thank
her at a par•y She believes this
breaks the spea. and "there al-
ways should be a magic spell
at a party." she said. She tells
.her friends to write .her a thank-
you note the next day if they
wish.
Miss Maxwell advises follow-
ikg pone more rule---The last
party you gave- rrinst be Use best
and the next par y must beat
•1,. !as• " -And
U. S. Coeds Lucky,
Says Indian Girl
MILWAUKEE, Wis. 411 —petite
Elsie Antony Panakel of ..South-
ern India is a little irked at
other students at Marquette Uni-
versity who '"think I'm dressed
for a drama" when making her
rounds 'of the classrooms garbed
in a native sari. .
The daughter of a principal of
an Indian high school exclaims
to her female classmates that
the sari "is as modern for me
as Fifth' Avenue is for Amen -
"All the college girls in India
wear them." said this tawny-
skinned miss who plans ta teach
English in her home country
within three years
Rehersal for Klub Kapers acts
will be held in the high school
auditorierm at 6:30 o'clock. All
acts must be present.
• . • •
The Magazine Club will meet
at the home of Mrs. Fred
GirigTes lit -Two-thirty ecTck.
Mrs. L1,, Owen will be the
speaker.
.• • • •
Monday, April 29
The AAUW will meet at six-
thirty o'clock for a pot luck
supper at the Murray Electric
71fTrildtng. This will' -be • the last
meeting of the year.
• • • •
•
Alpha Department
To Meet Saturday
The Alpha Department of the
Murray- Woman's Club will meet
at the. club hous on Saturday,
II, at tweatararty o'clock
in the afternoon. o
°Love's, light glows the longest
—Yet. Wrong is always wrong-
est" will be the theme of the
interesting program planned for
the afternoon. A guest speaker
will be featured.
Mrs. G. B. Scott, chairman,
Elsie is an exchange student urges all members to attend.
who arrived here last summer The hostesses will be Mrs.
Louise Dick, Mrs. C. S. Lowry,and is quickly becoming accus-
tomed to the American way of
life. She thinks the U. S. coeds
are mighty lucky when it comes
to dating and marriage.
Miss Floy Robbins, Mrs. H. C.
Woodbridge. Mrs. W. S Swann.
and Miss Henna Senter
Household Hints
By United Press
Keep hard-cooked eggs ready
in the refrigerator for quick
preparation of dips to use with
potato chips or .crackers when
friends drop in unexpectedly.
To remove old wax from kit-
chen linoleum, scrub the surface
with a strong solution of sal
soda concentrate. Use a la pound
box to each -gallon of hot water.
Rinse imediately with clear wa-
ter and wipe dry.
All measurements for cakes
and cookies should be level. Ev-
en a small variation can cause
failure.
To prevent white streaks on
the rich brown :trust. of a ehoeo-
date or devil's food cake; dust
the greased cake oan with cocoa
instead -of not:-
Ham and bacon can be frozen.
But their storage life. is shorter
than that of uncured meat. If
sliced, ham or bacon will dry
out and become tough and rancid.
Here's a simple dessert fltr
family or guests. Cook 1 package
of lemon pudding or pie filling
according to package directions.
Add la cup well-drained maras-
chino cherries and la teaspoon
of pure vanilla extract while
the pudding is cooling. Place
wedges of packaged chiffon or
sponge cake on serving plates.
Spoon on the seuce, and garnish
each serving with a maraschino
cherry
"In my -country girls are used
to 'marrying husbands of thatPERSONALS
parent's choice." she said. "They •
learn to fall into Jove after the .
mamage. But now. 'Some of the
gals forego tradition and make'
their own selections." she said.
Elsie „speaks fluent English.
Malayalan and Tamil and was
graduated corn laude from St.
theresa's College in Cochin.
But, getting back to the sari.
Some •Marquetters may be right
about- Elsie being -dressed for a
drama." Sipe is a member of
Marquette"' University's theater
group.
HAZEL }VA
News
Mr.. ft."' returned Tut -
day (ruin no Memphis where she
visited with her daughter and
ihu_sband. Mr. and Mrs. James
yer. Mr. Eyer is a former
manager of the Kruger Store in
Murray.
• • • ;
Mr. and Mrs. John T. Irvan
and son, Tommy, left Thursday
morning for Waldrof, Md., where
Mr. Irvan will be connected with
the E. J. O'Braen.Tecco Corn-
pan)' for three months. Enreute
they will stop off. 'at Cincinnati,
Ohio to visit with Mr. Irvan's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Pat Irvan.
A new member of the family
,h,h met reetm_14 w opened is little one year old, Jerry Don.
The Hazel FFA- Club-meeting! of Pr. and Mrs.. Jack Norsworthy
The Nbrsavorthots have one other
.by the president. John Foster.
STh*e advisor. Mr Parks. pre- on, Jackie David, age four.
sented awards to winners at 
• • • •
FFA Day. Mr. and Mrs. Ira Clifton Casle-
After ,the awards were pre.- berry of Benton Route Two are
the parents of' a daughter', Car-
sented the secretary read the
tie Gale. weighing eight pounds,
names of all candidates fer new born on Tuesday. April 16, at
offices which are as fellows:
president Dwain Taylor; vice- the Murray Hospital.
• • •
iffesident. T. G. Curd, treasurer, 
•
James Erwin: secretary, Gerald
Owens. reporter. Charles Nesbitt
ond sentinel. Ralph Stewart.
The club voted to pay John
Foster $5.00 for -carrying a car
to Reidland. and alsa discu.saf'd
our pig. chain on haa to. operate
it this year.
The meeting was adjourned.'
. Charles Nesbitt. Reporter
Dr. Floy. Robbins
Hostess For Meet
AAUW Book Group
The Haat Gro.o, 1.... Ameri-
can AsrI,ciatien ..f University
Women met. at the home of Dr.
Floy Bobbins on Monday. April
22. at seven-' iry o'co,ck in the
evening.
Mrs. Harry: Whayne reviewed
the beek. "A Single Pebble" by
Jahr. Hersey.
Retreshments r. rye& by
the ii ,<!CS5 rim-
This Man Can Help You
Plan For A Secure Future
NHL. W. ETHERIDGE
Now Representing BMA,In The
Murray Area! 
. 
Let Neil Ettiertdge.shoit you how
,Ii can 'ket the most from your
AinM1rance dollars with BMA pro-tection. Phone I939-M720'2 Sycamore - Murray
LIFE INSURANCE • ACCIDENT and HEALTH • GROUP
HOSPITALIZATION • MAJOR MEDICAL • ANNUITIES
1.3usiNess NIEN's
Ass'
06 CL.••••Loca..
•
I
1•4
so- ' - •
noon to a':,. rid the funeral of
George Clark.
• • • •
• Mr. and Mrs. Elmus Trevathan.
Mr. and Mrs. Purdum Lassiter,
and Mr. and Mrs. Bill Harrell
spent the past weekend in Meri-
dan, Miss., as the guests of the
Trevathans' son and Mrs. Las-
siter's brother, Vernon Treva-
than and Mrs. Trevathan. They
also visited Mrs. Trevathan's
brother, Clarence Luter and Mrs.
-Luter.
• • •
Mn, and Mrs. Robert Earl
Morgan of Hazel Route Two an-
nounce the birth of twin daugh-
ters born on Tuesday, April 16,
at the Murray Hospital. Katie
Doleen weighed four pounds 11
ounces and Kathy Loreen weigh-
ed two pounds '10 ounces.
• • • •
Rev. and Mrs Thomas Hicks
Shelton of Covington are the
parents of a daughter born April
21. The baby has been named
Susan. Rev. Shelton was pastor
of the Memorial Baptist Church
in 1940. He is now pastor of the
Mrs. Guthene Smith of Cold- .Latunia Baptist Church in Coy-
water. and Mrs. Mildred Barnett ington.
were in Mayfield Monday after- - • • • •
ADLAI CONFIRMS MERGER
KIRKSEY
Route 2
Mr. and Mrs. Harp McCallon,
Mr, and Mrs. Bud l MCCallon and
daughter, Linda of Mayfield, and
Mr. and Mrs. James McCallon
and 'children of near Harris
GroVC hi.ent ; Easter Day with
their . parents, H. E. McCalion
and wife u,f near Stella and the
children had a nice time hunting
Easter eggs.
Tempest and Martha Paschall
were an Mayfield Monday after-
noon shopping.
We are sorry of the death
s 7
Mr. Lynn Key of Murray. H•
was a useful good christian Trie.
and will be missed -by lots
oeople outside his family..
Mrs. ,George Camel! has been
ri the sick list at her home
..ith a cold. and virus.
James Shelton and family
Murray and Cecil Beaman of
aerialia took '. supper with Al
and Mrs.. Farless Sunday
This is the season of the 
hen opens before
o his large Bible, the book of
'..iture. Each day' is a page, each
..ason a chapter, and every field,
rchard, garden, and woudlot be-
a. rees a place of lesson's to those
. to, are sen..nite to God these
aiding" mornings.. They are spirt-
al. experhencea. Christ has so
.rranged the future that life be-
. ,nd death means morning to
..,: 1)4'f:eters.
yedny, Bean, son.eOf Mr. and
Mrs. Troy Utah and Aleta Con-
oingham. daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Loyd Cunningham, were
:hi'ed in marriage Friday of
week in Corinth. Miss. Mrs.
!lean is employed at Union City
;Ind Mr. Bean is employed at
MUrray. r
Lazy Daisy
..„
.„-
Many Wives
Hold Down
Outside Jobs
CHICAGO VI — Adlai E. Ste-
venson cOnfirmed the merger of
his Chicago law firm with a
New York office and said he
is planning a trip to Europe and
Africa about the middle of May.
The twice defeated Democratic
presidential _candidate - issued a
statement Sunday on the merger
with a . New York law firm
headed by Simon K. Rifkind, a
former federal judge
Foils Snatcher
r- -
By GAY PAULEY
United Press Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK ail —The number
of wives holding jobs outside the
home is at a new high. But one
study released today indicates
many of them would rather stab
home,
"I want to stay home, eat bon-
bons and watch TV," .was the
way one woman stated her pre-
ference.
Only last weekend, the U. S.
Census Bureau reported more
and more women are going to
work to help their husbands meet
the increased cost of living —
that the number of working wiv-
es Increased by five million be-
tween April 1947, and March
1956, to a. record 12
-million, 300a
thousand.
-Hard heela-cir -goirZ-
ernment report comes one today
from the Young Women's Chris-
tian Association, showing that
marriage and family is the status
most American women prefer.
This was the majority answer
from 8,000 women, 12 years of
age and older, to a questionnaire
the YWCA. sent its members as
part of its 102nd anniversary
celebration.
The organization asked opin-
ion on' jobs, marriage, children,
whether the women were happy
"as is", and what preparation
they might have had for a fuller
life.
Of the answers which came in
from 29 states, 3.258 homemak-
ers said they did not hold out-
side jobs. Some 2,500 did. And,
another 1,655 — most of them
single and in the 12 to 18-year-
old group — were still in school.
More than half the 8,000 were
married, and most of them had
children. .
Sixty-eight per cent of the
total said "yes" to the basic
question: "Are you satisf,ied with
your present role as a woman
in today's world?"
But when the questionnaire
gave the unhappy ones a chance
to list Their preferences, the re-
luctance to work showed.
In the 12 to 18 group, 248said
they wanted marriage; family
and no outside job. Only 81
fwuatunrtede. 
work as part of their
Th•C_hannal Swim
By WILLIAM EWALD
United Press Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK ar —The channel
swNunBC:TV is mulling over a new
apnel-quiz show that stars Char-
les Van Doren, the "Vwenty One"
alumnus. It's called "High-Low
and is a variation of several
games including poker.
Bernadette O'Farrell, w h o
plays "Maid Marian" in t h e
British-made "Robin Hood" ser-
ies, has- dropped out of the CBS-
TV show because of a hassle
about money ... "Sir Lancelot,"
another British import, has been
unhorsed for next season—"Rest-
less Gun." a saddle soap opera.
will replace it on NBC-TV.
The sponsor of "Ti) Tell The
Truth" has decided the show is
suffering from tired blood.
Quick thinking by Dr. Eli Bader
of Chicago, coupled' with speedy
police work to foil a kidnap and
extortion slot on the psychiatrist.-
Kidnapers Who invaded his home
drove hirn to a bank to secure
530.000 demanded. At 'the bank
the doctor tipped off the bank's
vice-president who called police:
fing, of the extortionists was
captured in front of the bank
and disclosed. a plot to victimize
- others in the areita--
' (Interlaatienal Setuadpbote)
• •
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SUNDAY SCHOOL
LESSON
By
Dr. H. C. Chiles
Pen', of Reginnings
reneste 2:4-9, •16-22
Studies in Genesis, the "book
cf beginings," will occupy our at-
tention through the remainder of
this quarter. In this series of ten
lessons we shall see God pre-
sented in the rule of Creator and
Redeemer. • o '
I. The Creation of Adam. Genesis
2:4-7.
In the divine counsel which -
preceded the creation or man,--the--
proposal was, "I...et us make man
in our image, after our likeness"
(Genesis 1:26). The Bible then
declares, "So God created man in
His own image, in the image of
God created he him; male and
female created he them" (Genesis
-1:27). Man was • not -produced by
a process, but he was crtatecr by
an act. Thus man was a being of
great dignity, a person with the
God-like faculties of' intellect,
emotion and will. Man was the
climax of .God's creation,
II. The Country of Adam. Genesis
2:8-9.
After God had created Adam in
His owtr image, He placed him
in perfect surroundings in the
beautiful Garden of Eden. How
beautiful must- have been the
garden which "the Lord God
planted eastwards in Eden!" We
do not know the exact location of
this incomparable garden. In it
was to be found "every tree ple-
sant to the sight," whose fruit
"was good for food."
Since man is so constituted that
he neeas active employment, it
is net ilirprising that 'God gave
Adam very congenial and useful
employment in 'the garden. That
employment was given Adam for
his own good. Having made every
provision, for the comfort and
happiness of Adam, God assigned
him the task of keeping the
garden in first-class condition,
thereby -making it possible for
the ground to produce an increase.
As an incalculable blessing,
God .also gave Adam the inesti-
mable privilege and joy of having
direct and intimate feUowship
with Him.
Ill, The Command To Adam,
Genesis 2:15-17..
In the midst of the garden
God placed two trees: "the tree
of hie" and "the tree of know-
ledge of good and evil." The
fruit. of the latter gave insight
into matters beyond what God
knew to be ,beai for Men. in love
God warned Adam of the penalty.
wauld be incurred if His
prohibition was violated. This ex-
plicit command was a test of
Adam's character. He had an
abundance to satisfy his every
Lewis Outscoers Martin
"Wide Wide World" has re-
ceived permission to do the first
live TV pickup from the Los
Alamos area tin May 23...Jerry
Lewis has the nod - for six NBC-
TV shows next season; Dean
Martin will do two. ,
CBS-TV has decided Is - ;dace
"Giant Step" next fall with "I
Love Lucy" re-runs ... Kate
Smith has been practicing a soft
shoe dance all week—she'll un-
veil it on her ABC•spe.cial show
this Suh-clay.•
Life in Hollywood Dep't: Gale
Storm has glass walls -around
her bathrooms. ..ABC-TV execs
are mulling over a new Negro
variety series, • starring Timmy
Rogers.
Patti Page's "The Big Record,"
a show that has been waiting in
the CBS-TV _wings for a year,
will take over the Arthur God-
frey Wednesday night hour next
fail...The sponsor of "The Peo-
ple's Choice" is. considering .. a
Thin Man" series as. dts.
fall replacement..
Texas Ranieri Mang •
"Pantomime Quiz" will pinch
hit this summer for "Person To
;Person" for the umpteenth time
...CBS-TV will bury "Tale Of
The Texas Rangers" June 1 and
-replace it with -a kid quiz. "Play
Ball," starring. Happy Felton.
"Armstrong Circle Theatre,"
now on NBC-TV, wiU shift to
CBS -next semester and alternate
with "U.S.• Steel Hour" on Wed-
nesday nights ... Nan Fabray.
married to writer Randy Mac-
Dougall this week; is planning a
'-honeymoon in Hawaii.
The Dow Chemical Co. is in-
terested in a new weekly sciencc
series on CBS-TV next fall
"West Point" is getting the ax
on CBS-TV.
•
Fatal Fall
need, so there was not any justi-
fication whatever for his partak-
ing of the forbidden fruit.
IV. The Companions of Adam.
Genesis 2:18-22.
It is interesting to- notice that
God let Adam look over all the
living creatures in existence be-
fore He made a wife for hun. In
none of them did he find a com-
plete companionship. None of
_them answered to _the. nature of
the creature made in the image
of God, whose name ,.was Adam.
Therefore, God created uric who
could be a help meet to Adam.
He did so by making woman
from man's side.
Remember that when God for-
- Adam -team -th-ritrar- nr-the-
ground He breathed into his nua-
trils the breath of life and he
became a living soul. Life came
from God, and there is no other
plausible explanation fur ita ex-
istence. God gave. Eve to Adam
in order that he might have ful-
luwship, that he might have a
help meet and the human family
might be propagated.
After God created Adam and
Eve, He gave to them the wavej.
to propagate -life, but not to•
create it. When husband and
wife are united in Christian ,mar-
riage, joys are multiplied, cares
are divided, burdens are subtrac-
ted anchmuch happiness is added.
Through the union of a man and
his wife, God ordained a way
whereby life should be propag-
ated. If husband and wife are
blessed with children, they are
obligated to care fur them, to
train them and to bring them up
in the nurture and admonition of
the Lord.
BRIO. GEM CHAIM lASKOV (top).' I
commander of Israel's southern
defense forces, talks to the press ,
at United Jewish Appeal offices
in New York. Israel's Ambassa-
dor Abba Eban (bottom), after
. a conference with Secretary of
State Dulles, said that he knows
of no conflict between the posi-
tions of Israel and the U.S. over
the necessity for free passage of .1
ships through Gulf of Aqaba.
Read Our Classifieds
Michael Memo 13, Queens, Nai
high school boy and son of a t
trainer for the New York foot-
ball Giants, fell to. his death
before the horrified eyes of his
parents in an attempt to climb i
Stone Mountain, near Atlanta,
Ga. The parents. Mr. and Mrs.1
Sidney S. Moret, saw their, son t
slip en rain-wet moss and plunge!
to his death.
• ' oclphotO)
OPENING
SATURDAY, APRIL 27
Sinclair Service
Station
North 4th and Pine Streets
BUCHANAN BROS.
JIMMIE BUCHANAN NOEL BUCHANAN
Owners and Operators
Zi/IMAtirBt NOW!ends SAT.
ANTHONY OUINN
ACADEMY AWARD WINNER
For Best Supporting Actor
Of The, Year !
TIlE nC4Paust. 
FO.
RIVER'S
EDGE.,#‘
IPINEMASCOPE cm"!
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DAIRY BABY by RYAN MILK' CO. Grade A Division
::•14144-1„tbere is our Sun-
burst milkman...
,
S.
Ftfrif,t on time—rain Or
shine.
In quality, dependability
and service Sunburst is
forst!
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NOTICE
MONUMENTS
Murray Marble' & Granite Works,
builders of fine memorials for
over half century. Porter White,
Manager. Phone 121. M27C
11 Sire.si\e6n.tEaLS' LiWn I'M uraDY1'"Filourie sales. j FOR SALE
 
service and repair. Contact Mr. ' 
 I
A. M: Dugan, N. 16th Ex. Phone 1
22504. 
27 FT. MODERN house trailer in
M24C excellent condition: Can be seen
at Rhea's Grocery at Stella.
A26P
}-IREE ESTIMATES on awnings
and venetian blinds. Call 1310.
Stroud Upholstry Shop. M24C
$325
Per Month
Salary
Plus Bonus
One -of the fastest progressing
titcanre - 'fiettfe-SWItt
have a representative inter-
viewing men who hold the;
following qualifications:
1-Age 20 to 40. ,
2-Own actior.nobile in good-
condition. , -
3-Willing to travel Monday
thr,eugh Friday; home every
weekend.
4,---High School 'education. • •
a5-Available f o r • immediate
• employment, °'
Apply in person..
No experience necessary.
ThoroUgh_training is given by
eompahy and pay begins with
training..
. Interviews
See
MR. -WILLARD
es-e.10 a.m. to 3 p.m,
T0eeOy. April 30 •
Ky. Stele Enpj.iyment Office
Mayfie
A29t
_
WANTED TO CHARTER: For
weekend cruise on KeritucRy
Lake. A boat with sleeping ac- LOOK Hume Owners! 10 Alum
comodations for six. or eight per-
windows, 1 door for $199 instal-
suns. With or 'without skipper led. Alum awning any size for
or guide. Call -Valley 6-3997 be- $17 up. Horne Comfort Co., 18th
tween 8:00 and 11:00 a.m. Mon-. 
threttich Friday.____er, write_ and Main St. Phone 1303. lid4C
Box 475, Henderson, Ky. A29C
i FOR RENT
FiOTO-TILLER traciur and pow-
i.e lawn mowers. By hour or day.
'ilsresasrashene.-4186.----•---44C.
SLEEPING ROOM for two, 207
South 3rd" St. A27nc
 
'e
3 ROOM UNfurnished apartment
with private bath and, large
screened porch. Phone 1060 or
1301. A29C
_
FURNISHED garaitev apartment.
1101, W. Main. Call 1698. -A29P
FURNISHED 3 foom apartment
in duplex. $35. W. Z. Carter,
phone 379-J. A29C
_
XICE _CONVENIENT_ , 4 room
house with Wilily room and bath.
Large shady yard, near college.
Phone 1288. A29C
1-1-..osT& Found
LOST: Dog. April 18, white and
liver, pointer, female, 8 years
old, bred. Liberal rewaed. J. W.
Strouds- Dun's Barber Shuls-_Call
9146. A27P
SEWING MACHINES, Neech 1,
Domestic, Brother. Repair all
makes. Write or call Allen's
Sewing Machine Ex., 210 S. 4th.,
Paducah. Dial 2-8900 or Murray
phone 1091. MSC
1955 WIZZARD garden tractor,
disc, plow. cultivator, bulldozer
blade. Lampkins Motor Sal.
Phone 519. 3rd & Maple. A27C
ItfICE 3 BEDROOM house on
South 15th Street on a large
shady lot, lots of shrubs and
Lowers. Nice living room with
fire place. 'Lots of closet sp3tee
East front,, electric heat, shower
in utility. Has approximately
,,49200 FHA loan, payments $72
a month including tastes, interest
and insurance. Owner leaving
town on account of health. Will
be here until Friday. A real bug
fur some one who an act at
once. HZ,UCUM Real Estate Agen-
cy, call 48, 1447 or 453. ,Ai26C
.§rECIAL Low Prices on ever-.
grens
lot. Barnett's Nursery, 8th & Elm.
A26Cel
READY TO SET tomatoe plants.
405 North 7th. Phone 345. A29C
ONE 1952 .model Plymouth or
one 11353 Pontiac. are nice
and clean. Ne,‘,0 tiree.s.rhone 1680
or see at Ma WhitnelL AZ9C
3 BEDROOM brick veneer house.
One block from 'college, two
baths, eir conditioners. For ap-
pointment phone 721: A29C
BEDDING PLANTS. Mu r ray
Nursery Florist. 800 Olive. Phone-
364-J. A26C-
 I TRUCK TIRES galore. New andused. 7.50's, 8.25's, 9.00's, 10.00's,
11.00's. A price to suit everyone.
See Bob Bazzell, Taylor Motor
A26Cpany.
SOLID OAK. table and chairs.'
Phone 1057-K-J. A27P
Brass and the Blue
evening mess call, Emil
Schwabaceer's father appeared
with Henrietta Brubaker. Schsva-
backer ushered them into his
room and handed Henrietta into
a chair, •then ,took one across
Se troei her, Doctqr Gustave Schwa-
backer declined1 to sit, preferring
to stand with his cigar'eiluying
smoke ground his face. ' 4
"Perhaps you would care to ex-
plain this hideous affair of your
arrest," he said. "Emil, an ex-
planation is due me."
"I suppose it is," Schwabacker
said, but -suddenly Wondered, as
he had always wondered, how to
explain the obvious, the small
things that always guitied a man
e in making the ultimate decision.
He looked at Henrietta. "Do you
want an explanaticn too?"
- "No," she said. "Emil, dishonor,
isn't in you." -
"Thank you. That's all that
really matters." He looked thee
at his father. "Why did you come,
sir?" .
"Because it isn't fitting for an
unmarried woman to trasel alone.
She has no father or brothers."
r This ang
ered Emil Schwaback-
er beyond- reason. Slowly he stood
erect and in the calmest of voices
said, "Please get out, sir."
Doctor Gustave Schwahaeker
took thA cigar from his mouth.
"What did you say to me?"
eI said get out, •sir'. Get out
now and li eve me alone."
His father stared unbelievingly,
'then angrily stomped out.
Henrietta Brubaker sat with
_her hands leaded in her lap, her
heirl-Shiperel - face - serious and
somewhat worried. Concern pull-
ed the how of her mouth down
.
"Why did you do that, Emil?
Because of what ' he said?"
"Because I've had enough," he
said. Ile took her hands and
'brought her to her feet. •nil he
kissed her gently.- "Swietheart,
I've just found out that _I can't
. talk to him. What can I exklaii
s
. Bust he'll listen to?"
: "He's your father, Emil.'
' "I know." Ile -releas
ed her
hands and 'went to the window.
The mess boy was coming toward
the quarters with a towel-covered
W.f. Schwabacker opened 
the
: door, took it from him and pl
aced
_it_ on the 'writing desk. Schwa'
i baclier cc-UM-fir-SW apo
logized for
; the service, and perha
ps the
! quality of the meal itself, but 
he
I did not.
I , After his appetite was 
blunted,
1 he put his fork aside 
slid said,
• I "Once I ran from him; 
that
, Might hive. been a 
mietake. I
don't think it was, Henrietta."
1 "Buf you're 'a doctor, Emil
."
-and not a soklier77 He /ginned
and shook his' head. "There 
you
I
are bola-AV mistaken. I can 
sol-
dier, perh4p3 even better. thao r
can doeter faded. ." His smile d.'"At
least I believe I can. •My position
• ,,41(
-• ; a.
r** / .„,•\""
JAMES KEENE
e Copyright- 1954. by James Keene. Reprinted by permlasion of Random House, i.e. 11fialf Postures Syndicate)
icITAPTET: 7.4 "I don't like to hear you talk Cereral HarneV as
ked, "A.
EFOBE the -bugier sounded like thee"
 There ,was alarm in frieel or yo-is, 
Fis.-eer?"
her voice. "Frien
d? I never-- niet hire
"You want the truth, don't that's .a f
act; but he duet dyserve
you?" bein' arreste
d."
"We don't know the truth!" "Very 
peculiar," Sherman siel
She moved her hand impatiently. softly. H
e got up, surnmoneu an
"Do you think your father••knows orderly 
and had him dispatched
the truth about himself 7- Have for Co
lonel Nelson Aserord. Then
you ever been able to snake ham h
e turned to Jim Bridger. "It's
see- himself? Emil, someone else no
C like you, Jim, -to be so con-
alway6 has to judge us. I think cerned. May 
1 ask why?"
that's because we always judge "Well," 
litreiger said, scratch-
ourselves too harshly." • lug 
his hsaei, "there ain't no real
"I've bungled my military ca- r
eason, guess, 'ceptin' that what
reer miserably," he said. "It he- he
's gain' to get ain't justice."
gan the moment I took command 
"VIA.,••re net aware of the.
of my troop, Henrietta. My vie- 
charges," General Augur said
tories were petty, and my con- qu
ickly "Mr. Bridger, the man
ceit great. I might have been ha
sn't been tried yet; how can
lucky and escaped all this, but it we
 say. what he'll get?"
ran out. I don't know when."
"'Remise you go by that little
"But I love you," she said and b
ook of rules!" Bridger anal.
cupped his hands in hers. -I "A
bet. sayin' they're wrong, but
came because I wanted to be with 
there's times when a ,man's got
you, Emil; we've been apart too to 
bend th'. rules a little to tit the
lung." She regarded him thought- ca
se."
fully, a small smile tilting up the 
"The army is not conducted
ends of her lips. "Darling, I done 
along such flexible lipes,'' Gene ral
think you need me if things turn Te
rry said flatly. "Captain.
out badly. You've changed and 
Schv:abacker will be tried and if
you don't need anyone's strength; 
found guilty of the charges. what-
yiou have your own." 
ever they are, will be punished
"I feel that way," he said, "but a
ccording to regulations." •
I didn't want to gay it." 
Bridger looked at General
"Dgrling, we've never had to William
 T. Sherman. "You go
explain to each other," she said, al
ong with that?'
"Let's not start now." 
"I'm afraid I must. Jim.
"With you," he said, "I've star
t changing the rules in the
never had- to explain because you 
middle el the game . ."
imderstood instinctively. But with 
Colonel Ashfoietes arrival .pre.
my father. I net.e. could get him 
vented the completion of Sher-
to understand . how importadt it 
man's comment. Instead., Shier-
is for a man to make his own 
man spoke to Ashford. "Colonel,
mistakes." the 
arrival of the Indians was a
-"That's strange." Henrietta great 
surprise to me, but I was
said. "I never thought much ev
en more surprised when I ask-
about it befere, but it doesn't ed, to
 meet and congratulate the
matter where a man's mistakes office
r and sergeant who had per-
lead hint as long as they are his 
formed this magnificent job, and
owe." She shook her head. "I'M bad 
the officer of the day inform
sorry for your father because he m
e that one was in the guard-
always took matters away from house 
and the other in arrest of
yOu at the moments, when you 
quarters. Colonel. I would like
were ready to make your own an 
explanation of this."
'decisions. It's a shame because "Si
r, the matter is relatively
he never saw you glow, and r simple, at 
least on the sin•face."
imagine -it's a fathers finestAehfo
rd liCked Ma lips, then went
ward, to see his son grow into a on
 to explain the cireunestanees
nian." Her dress ruetied as she surro
unding Captain Nathan Kin-
mievieel near him. Then she cupped cai
d's death, his widow's sub-
his face in her hande and-kissod 
sequent charges of unauthorized
him. "I'll love you more for eeery 
surgery performed by Schwa-
mistake you make, Emil. It will 'hacke
r. „ .
be my conatant assurance that 
When- Ii,nnished, Sherman rat
you're Atilt human." 
frowning. Then he glanced •ae
----14e-sitceadan. the doorway wISIle Ha
rney, Terry and Augur. "Gefk•
she walkeel away, anerimme ef -11
cmen, SiTie weengreed--Elestekeipe 
the-weight lifted from hie shout- tam 
Schwabacker should be ce-
ders. Ile felt like a free man and kn
eed from arrest?" ,
he had no right to feel that way. 
They nodded. Ashford said,
• • • "'fl issue the order. sir."
The preliminary talks with the "O
ne moment," Sherman said.
Chryenne chiefs ended at sun- "The 
sergeant-why is he con-
and the -eight-man peace 'fined?"
commission went to their quer- . "I 
don't know." Ashford said.•
ters, where/ supper was served "71w 
O.D. said he was' confined
with all the pomposityat tile on 
Captain Schwabacker's eta
command of the Fort Laramie ewes."
mess sergeant. After the meal, 
"Confusing to say the heist."
when the dishes had been rernov- 
Sherman said with a• touch of
rd and cigars ignited, the four hu
mor In his voice,. "Lucky there
now is hardly a recommi4lat;en, 
civilians exeusedahemselves, lesby. was n
ni a corporn1 nailing them.'
is it?" He poured a cup of eeffee. 
irg four generals alone with or' The 
sergeant would have arrested
then sat with it cradled between 
other men.- Jim- Bridger. - him f
or aomrthisig; no doubt."
his hands. "It's funny, but the 
"Wear long you goin• lo let th'
more I thlik , of it. the -mere I rept:rt
.. stay in arrest, Generl
residue t t eFathe es right; 
Sherman v..ns more than
thereat ry little I do that id cu
riosity hciend Bridger s re-_
mint; there was coOcern.
CorreeL" •
_ 
_ 
_
•
Fine's conrtenartlet. it hleh
elm cent him evers thing
 he
eherisheie heeins In tomorrow's
chaptot of this story.
4.111M
•
35 USED Farm 'Tractors. 15 Ford
tractors, seven Ferguson tractors,
2 Ford Ferguson tractors, 6
B & C Allis Chalmers tractors, 1
B Ferman tractor, 1 Cub Farmall
tractor, 1 M Farmall tractor, 2
Case tractors. Complete tools for
..5
s
,
any tractor. Stokes Tractor and
Implement Co. Telephone 1156
(Ferguson Dealer) Murray. sill-
ington-Dom ns Tractor Company.
Telephone 114 (Ford Tractor
D .e er Murray -•••  A26C
AUCTION SALE: Odd couch,
bedroom suite, iron bed stead,
with springs and mattress, din-
ing table, practically new gas
stove, refrigerator, kitchen lino-
leum, rucking chairs, lamp and
many ether small household
items. Cell 1160 or see at 415 N.
4.th St., Fr/day, April 26, 1.00 p.m.
Rain or shine. Douglass Shoe-
maker, auctioneer. A26P
8 SPOTTED Poland China pigs
2 months old. Nice. 1.3 miles
North of Murray. J. L. Mahan
LP WANTED
MANAGER TRAINEE. Well es-
tablished consumer finance com-
pany has opening for young man
between 21-29 years of age. Two
years of college work preferred,
high ,school education acceptable.
Must have neat appearance, nice
per*aaslity elm nothroohilp,
able to meet people. Good
working conditions, paid vaca-
tion, group insurance and good
salary while training. Appoint-
ment for interview can be ar-
ranged by telephoning 1180.
AMC
CROSSWORD PLAZA,
ACROSS .
'1LiMmian
4.--Shat9 noisily
.9- I oink clash
13-PreNs for
pay meat
13-Sweet
14-Collection of
:wets
13-Co aboard • ,
railroad ear -
17-Showers
19-Male sheep ;
(pl.)
20-11,A,bin
21-1-i,orged
mountain crest
23-11ell rung ha
the Mass
24-4-weans
27-mbers of old
'laical party
2s- ,riaciner of war
(abbr.)
25--Slake lace
.30-Withered old
woman
31-Comas point
32-Sian 's
nickname
33-Waist
34-Cooled
35-sow again
37-Make a esie•eb
3S-Warbled •
39-Mine entrance
40-Talce as One 'S
own
42-1 gsci pie
45-Sailor (colioe.)
46-11ot piece of
•• oa I
43-I al4an - of
hearing
49-Wine cup
; arment
51-lulet
DOWN
1-Fruit drink
1 . 3 - 5 6
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2-Play oa words
3-Beg
4-Mortnication
6.-Girre name
nanue
7-Pronoun
e-Small hand
pump
9-Canonise4
person
10-Hostelry
11-Dance step
16-Rodenta
13.-Part of circle
. (oil
?ft-stain flower
•-iSnerlish author
-Brief
• -Discompose
-Kuropean
-
-SqUet40
-Sang
-Strew
-Strike
• - Flower
IC h ing (lialliLINS
of skin
37-Aromas
39-Imitates
40-Indonesian
tribesman
'41-Obstruct
42-Man's
nickname
43-Rorma
is iheminan
SM. 1:-0464•••• 6•1•11.06 sea
NANCY -
c,
44-Period of time
47-Title of
respect (abbr.)
I'M GLAD IT'S
RAINING --- NOW YOU
WON'T GO OUT AND
GET INTO A FIGHT
WITH SPIKE
A-BBIE an' 51.AiS
WHAT KIND OF SCHOOL.
ARE YOU RUNNING,
DODGE ? MOBS OF
STUDENTS HURLING
INSULTS AT ME AND
MY DAUGHTER.-
MERELY BECAUSE
SHE DID HER ()Uri:
. ABNFR
E
YOU'RE
RIGHT
- A REAL "GUY" ,
DES MOINES, Iowa RR -
Iowa's "shortsleevee'estate senator,
Guy Butler, 69, this week com-
pletes 19 years of legislative
 service without ever having worri
a aCket 111--
Butler says he doesn't see why
he should wear a jacket when
women clerks enter the chamber
in short-sleeved dresses.
LOOK MOM, I'M LOST
NEW YORK 18 - It was a
somewhat embarrassed Frank De
Fee who sought police aid after
he' and his three children became
separated from Mrs. De Feo
during the Easter parade. De
leo s aelphiladelphia policeman.
RECKLESS_ SAILING
TQKXElsitTI - ,A ship .collided
with a bus Sunday. The Salt-
Alrajtrtla Mares, a tree/ling veesel 
rammed into a bus parked at
the end of a pier, , breaking a
window in the bus.
Livestock
Report.--
s'r . LOUIS NA'I'L STOCK-
YARDS OI - Livestock:
Hogs 11,000. Slow. Barrowsl
and gilts steady tO 25 cents
higher than Wednesday's average.
Sows about steady. Mixed U. S.
I to 3 180. to 240 lb barrows
and gilts 17.75 to 18.75; several
hundred head No. 1 and 2 around
190 to 230"lb 18.50 to 18.75;
mixed grade 240 to 270 lb 17.50
to 18; sows U. S. 1 to 3 400
lb down 16 to 16.50; heavier
sow's 15 to 15.75; boars over
250 lb 12.23 to 13; lighter weights
to 14. -
Cattle 2,000. Calves 600. Open-
ing slow, generally abet steady
at week's decline. A few good
and choice -steers 21 to 22; small
lots heifers and mixed yearlings
20 to 22; small lets choice around
700 lb feeder steers 21; cows
moderately active and steady.'
Utility and commercial 13 to ,15; •
cariners and cutters largely 9
te 12.50. Bulls scarce and steady.
Utility and commercial- 14 to
16.50; canner and cutter bulls
10.50 to 14; few good heavy
bulls 14. Vealers If lower and
very slow. Choice largely 21
to 23; few high choice and prime
24 to 25. Slaughter calves scarce.
Sheep, steady. Few good to
prime native spring lambs 23
to 25; few good and choice- wool-
ed lambs 22.50 to 24; Cull 'to
choice slaughter ewes 4 to 6.
FT.:a-nd Transfers
Kenneth A. Wright et ux to
Gene Dale Mohundro et ux, And:
Charles H. Marine to Paul Dr .
Jones et ux, land.
6
6
6
1111111,
Scientists Want Look
At Unusual 'Hen
NASHUA, N. H. - -- A
White Rock hen at the Hartford
Poultry Farms in South Nashua
often lays double eggs and
science is interested in the fact.
On several occasions this hen
PAGE FMB
has laid a six-ounce egg that
contained a second perfect egg.
The banner accomplishment was
an eight-ounce doeible egg.
Scientists at the Roston Mu-
setun of Science have asked shat
the hen be turneci.eaver to them
when it dies so they can , per-
form an autopsy that may ex-
plain the pheriorriemaf
- `Ws
Read Our Classifieds
DRIVE-IN theatte
'V oil CCA/COIR. Z;) nebe , AV CITY 4,04/T
Opens  6:15 Show Starts . .. 7:00
_
IM11111/CMIIMIIIESIMINISSIMM.11112,MIMBIS
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
"PASSAGE- -
WEST"
with
JOHN PAYNE
-1. ,
.--in TECHNICOLQK , al
IIMINKAIMIMICAMMMEIMINNIIKANIMINNICAINE111=-311111
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SMNIII
TWO TOP HITS ! !
et-G-M's GREAT
-"es
FILM C4 i . , lie ,
SUSPENSE! . lei ..A
,,„ vA,..-
-
-
 ,
.114
A
i
GLENN FORD
DONNA REED
SUNDAY-MONDAY FIRST RUN MURRAY!
ONE p,404A.A,Ns
A
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1111CHAVIER
lb so
IOANNE ORD • JULIE LONDON 
i
WHAt A
DRIP
•,••••••11116
J -JEST LIKE AI-4 FEARED!!
FOSDICK'S NO-GOOD, N.14•1
DADE:0Ni FIXED IT UP WIPP
ARMAND LA SLICE
•66
-
DO SO; AND I WANT
IMMEDIATE ACTION TAKEN
AGAINST THE GUILTY
PARTIES. YOU KNOW
WHO THEY ARE'?
--TI-VIDAtOLIEST Dtift_Lt5T-tb/AL-L PAR-FS,
TO CHALLENGE FOSDICK TO A DUEL!!
FOSDICK WILL BE KILT IF HE'S STOOPIp
'ENOUGH TO ACCEPT HIS CHALLENGE!!
- •
s-
•
by Ernie Busbniiihr
DAT'LL- TEACH YOU TO
CALL ME NAMES
.1"
•
by Raeburn Van Buren
Y-YES, SIR, BENHAM AND
ROOCY RIDGE - YES,S1R,
I'LL SHOW THEM THEY
CAN'T GET AWAY WITH
THAT KIND OF
MONKEY -
SHINES::
•
Cie
by Al Capp
7.. 3i,-; •
316
•C
p.
•
a
•
•
•-•••• aisiseiraa-ae-ea—s
rAnF srx\_.
thigh O'Brien
Turns Now
To Calypso
TITS LEDGER & TIME.S — KENTUCKY
Seventh In Line ()f • Chief McReynolds ...Ships Is Purchased
' .BOSTON --1P- • More than a IN t A Comic
dren pooled their pennies and
Be, 
_AONE, :MOSBY "
United Press Staff Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD 41, - The little
kads in Wyatt '51,-tro .hats.
hang around the- TV tefs tonight
to see their hero Will be surpris-a
ed -Bagel Ca'Briterwttt-tee' d'eftigt
rock 'n' nal and calypso in white I
tie and tails.
Hugh is -guesting in Dinah ,
eie's NBC- show.Inc del7Tral:
who eagerly acts as his • een
publicita man. is so excited 7..b.tit
his switch from a sagebrush
hero to song-and-dance man that
he telephoned me about the
show.
As Hugh points cut, most stars
century "agia. Boston school ehil-
bought .a ship for use by mis-
mionaries among the islands of
'he Pacific. That .sessel was
censtened Morning .Star 1.
Now. the American Board of
Foreign,. Itfisstons (Congregation-
,hl h.. a 17.
United States to .huy Morning
Star VI. which iank hi 1952.
Miss , n's. parish includes
1.000 - islands.
-
'NATO TAKES OVER
1,3NDC)N 
-- Atire..rial of
r;C-Treet Earl .ioutobatten sairi
in a speech Wednesday night
'he Royal Navy ho longer can
guarantee, keeping the Atlantic
sea. lanes open if a thifd world i
war should break out. Britain's
f:rst sea rd said, however.'
I (Continued from Page One)
and
he then went to the city hall
; ci o
By RON BUTON
where he brandished the .357United Press Staff Correspondent
pistol. The pistol wasShe Claims are kissing girls these days in-HOLLYWOGOD ---(0"- Cowboys magnumcocked and ready to fire,
After threatening several fire-
- -- 
etead of horses in western film*,
men in Iront of the station he- and the originators of a radio
By WILLIAM EWALD
' P Staff Correspondent 
show like to think they had a lot
NEW YORK '1? - Pat Carroll. 
to do with this revolution.
hose clowning on the Sid Caesar
-Shoat- won her an Emmy award,
Would like to .'set the record
ight - she's not a ca rnica
that North Atlantic Treaty Or-
•
•r
•
a hoofer -and crooner.
-at started with my personal
appearance lours when I did
a Western song and dace. You
eire't 'appear.. you have to
entertain." he explained.
• "Ed Sullivan asked Me to do
my- act in his show, Shaheen
_got noire fan mail from that
show than arty other. Then I
substituted for Jackie Glees:on
and danced an adagio and
a clown routine. His rating
doubled -
• What Next!
'If 1 hart juo appeared, . and
not enterained. on those sliow.:
. being on Dinah'e she weoldna
be such a thing:  but .pedple are
won-ding. Now what is that
gulf going to dti next""
Hugh paused to catch his breath
and coritie-ed with enthusiasm.
'I'll do a. soft shoe. roeir, 'n' roil
and calpyso. The reaetion from
fans has been great. They are
very surprised to see my Versa-
AS Hugh has been "DM"- twirl-
ing his gun as 'the marshal! af
Dodge • Crty. on' -W.yatt 
how. does he knew-AIWA' tri sing
the character atheat 'play: kout he'S the Jo 
blossomedblossomed out all over the dial.
first as a ,dramatic 'character QUAKE SHAKES BIRMINGHAM
on ::Playhouse 0" and now as •. . . . -
apparent mild earthquake felt !
.ver a 30-rile 'area around this
stc-el center caused widespread
alarm eerla: today.laut hh damage
Iva:1M lee.- found, police reported,• - ••: •
bury doing it. -Hey. thars a goodl
quote.'" •
Good I asur.snce-
O'Brian thinks thatee gu es t
,shows. before he begins filming
I next year's -Wyatt Earle" shows,
in June. are good insurance
aeainst the day he popular
1 W-c•iern series 'goes ill' the air.
I "Dinah's 'sham: gives me a
'chance to mike Hugh O'Brian
important se thattsoine day when
the Earp show has run out.
mY narr.e--- will be • built up
Most people -call_ me Hugh. not
Wyatt. anyway." he said.
arm et:airing almost twice as
mirth 'money friim these guest
appearances as I de from ma
• .* a.
i 0
Pat Carroll Film -Shop 
•
.,r
'a - think- of- -rnyeett as a' per- .western show, 
basinit_oherrostos__
torn •r. And what I do best rues on actual characters
are chdracter sketches."' said Pat. The result was "Gunsmoke,“
"I'm not even sure that I think a nrogram that is still on the air,
. ed. .,.. A still tilt-In-gored and' still winning
. •••
tried vainly to calm Moore comedienne, I think, is a lady awards. Its idea has been eit-
e ha creates
 most of her awn tended into television where it is 
o . Mc-
material. I'm not creative that. a top-rated western series.
"The progression toward reality
began five mare_ ago when three
radio veferans decided to turn
out a totally different type of
The three men who came up
with the new aappiejach to a
western are producer-director
ally +IA l•rnan. Inhke. sa.) .1tta;,tvhitai+.=.1111eston and actor Bill Con,
own .-z.toiv.. You might say jm
-ate Lanza of the eugral,letrellit.
n... make that the- Laza of the
sadci.e seircui. •
Later Hugh called "back to
"Did y. it get everything"'
And you might like te- mention
way.
"I don't think of myself as
Pat Carroll that hysterically fun-
---t-earet---get- vp- Imitt- . The 4 id..ar•AtAas- -co-#new----lat-i
a% audienee by - mystelf. I'm nor fact that its hero even was per-
humble' -pie about it, it's just, mined to- make a mistake now
that I can't get tip -and clown, and then.
They have to put words in my aGunsmoke" supporters will
mouth and once they give mebackY
the words and, the character, perhaps the show can't takg
why. i can go out and do it." credit for a new, realistic school
success in western writing. But
they like to point out that a
flock realistic dramas followed
the success of "Gunsmoke." TV
'westerns suddenly popped 'p
in which heroes weren't wearing
white hats, riding white horses Nashville,- Tennessee next Mon-
sand galloping off into the sun- day•
stet after laving' the ranchor's He had been staying with his
dauchter this only ' slaughteel /nether Mrs. Cora Moore of Cole
from any one of several fates. oll Camp Ground. Survivors include
of ?hem worse than death. his mother of Murray route two;
Meston feels a trend was itart- twa. sisters. Mrs. Louise Plymale
take credit , for it. He likes the Dorothy
of Townsend, • Montana and Mrs.
Farris of Murray route
ed. regardless of who wants to
trena.
"We're shying away from the two;
. 
eight brothers, R. C. of
never-never land (if pure hero- 
Murray, Cletus of Armada, Mich.,
Doug-
km." he. said. "Writers are mak- 
Ortis of _Paris, Tennessee, 
.ing their central characters real 13s. Jess. 
Caly, Aubrey all of
people
-fictional but credible." of Oneida, 
Kentucky.
Dearborn, Michigan. and Elwood
i a I The funeral will be held at
'the Goshen Methodist church at
•  down a little and sa that
Pat. at' 29. has emerged as
perhaps the brightest new star
I of the can-rent TV season. Actual-
ly. ,she is not a freshman- in
the funny business. Since 1941
• Pat has been working tile night-
club and borscht belt circuits.
During .one season
!girl frien on TV.
- iitin't" knotty hove - I 'landed
en the Caesar .show." said Pat
who, plays Howie Morris' wife
on. the T ' hour. "I'M under
'contract NBC (she has, two
years to on a five-year pact)
and I'm kind of on a loan-out
to Sid.
-I didn't evep think Sid knew
I' existed when he called me
. up and asked me if I wanted
to pe on his show. That was
'las" January. February or March.
I didn't even see him again until
lockedThe iurth use was 
.#
All••••••=41ar.
Frank Maupin . . .
(Continued from Page One)
group of friends near the court
room rail.
Among those with whom he
exchanged greetings were H. H.
Saunders, of Princeton, W. Va.,
father of Mrs. Maupin, and Mrs.
Maupin's stepmother. They had
entered the, police station and been seated among the specta-
threatened Patrolman O. D. War- tors directly behind Maupin.
ren. Under gunpoint he ordered Maintained Innocence
Warren to call Chief McReynolds. Maupin was heard to tell his
Logan Bland went to get the friends: "the jury was right. I
chief, and told him that Moore am innocent." Then tears came to
was armed and cursing violently, his eyes and he had to stop
Moore also told Warren to talking for a moment or two,
call his brother Robert, because He maintained his innocencehe wanted to kill him too. He and denied any knowledge ofkept shouting "I hate all police.:: ihe death of his wife since heWhen McReynolds entered, he was arrested early on the morn-
ing of Dec. 2, an hour after
Mrs-. Maupin's body was fotind
face down on the nom- of her
apartment in the Frank Telles
ferro building, South Main SC:
Mauoin was arrested..ia..ista room
at the .National: Hotel which he
'occupied after he and his w
separated on Oct. 12. •
When Maupin walked out of
the court house about 3:30 Sat-
urday afternoon it was the first
time he had been free since his'
arrest He had been in jail since
Dec. 2. He had made two earlier
appeared at a habeas corpus pro-
ceedings before Judge Haas.
Counsel Hammer contended then
that Maupin was being held in
Jail 'without cause.
Cross' Examined
Maupin made a second trip to
the court house on February for
a preliminary hearing before
Judge Porter R. Graves in Rock-
ingham county court. He did not
take the witnees, stand. .
The accused t. the stand or
Friday afternoon to give an ac-
count of his whereabouts on the
night that Mrs. Maupin is be-
lieved to have died, Nov. 30.
He was further cross-examined
when court resumed on Sat-
urday,
Maupin insisted that he had
not been near the building the
night of Nov. 30. The defense
introduced a number of witnes-
ses to corroborate his statements
as to times and places. The
Commonwealth seeight to show
discrepancies in the story first
told by Ma -on end the one he
told to the iiir•• The variance
of times as e'en .by witnesses
was also emeheaieel.
Cites Vole* Heard
Reynolds was unarmed, but mov-
ed behind Patrolman Warren and
removed his pistol from the
holster. Moore' opened up with
the Magnum and McReynolds
returned the fire.
--Veleen• t h e --shooting ended,
Moore was -dying in one corner
of the City Judge's office and
McReynolds was lying on the
flour. Both had shot six times
and each had four bullets to
strike him.
Moore had seen service during
World War II. and though he
had not been- wounded, he had
suffered a back injury. He was
also very nervous. Mrs. James
said he had an appointment to
enter the Veterans Hospital at
. 11:00 a.m. on Saturday with Loyd
1 The future of the Caesar showt
,rehearsals in the fall." Th. Chann°1 Swim •
By WILLIAM EWALD 
Wilson and Hoyt Owen officiat-
.
!on NBC is uncertain and Sid
United Press 
ing. Burial will be in the Goshen
' only has until the end of May
1 -i pick 'tial Pat's etsption. "If -Sid NE. .liV NORK IP - The channel arrangements.
Fceomnet:trearly . 
Home 
Misa x inH . 
charge
echiolfi
Staff Correspondent
des stay on. I'd love to. stay
• th lafm" said Pat "This swim. ' • '
and dance" than. are other stars on the • Sid Caesar seems to have lost
hie Saturday night soot on NBC-"I don't." he laughed. "1 have sit to. - Dean Mattin. 
Joey probibly the happiest season I've
• ever had.--And I think this Tinot had time to learn I'm to. a Bishop and ,Sally ForriaL"' the one outlet-fur-the type of
is -
for next f 'aye , how1NBC-TV schedule for ea 'e • taig Ssketch nolo. next s -
JEFF CHANDLER a. 'Major Drango in a tense scene
in "DRANGO- at the Muray Drive-1n Theatre Sun-
day and Monday for it's ,first run in Murray. extacts
a • frorn the (Lest of the doctor while getting'
instruLtion4 from the victim. Joanne. Dru assists at
the fireside op. rat,.,n.
•
Slugs Pliotog — Pinched:
l'(/1.1 4 E a-•! ;tutor n'!iaey 'Ftar•-
• a • I !!! • 11a;1 it, he
:1 i-r iittvmptirg make a
p 10'1411. th, atctioli is actress
NViaati r-, tt'llo cien)e Y. it h Franciosa to
I-il(-0: a hoaae
( Int erns tkutkal•
-a So 1••••
tee
•
tte
--
of Mrs. May Pirkey. Who 'lived trrentlY assirned to a Tuesday mot : the at:ointment above Mrs. Mall-on ,NBC-TV wil take over Cae- '
'.,ce at me apartment on iris'- CBS-TV has decided to laun:h 
night of the death and that she
ear's hoer for the summer. VT
QuPt a.th'selm'aml7e•ait.. aerded for best 1-1
supporting TV actress, is sitting actriesi on Jan. I, - it'll sten into . i Maunin and later heard her
s new Gary Cooper Westerr 
' elan heard the voice of Mrs.
on a shelf -I didn't really know he Wedneeday night neriod pre- By DOC QUIGG scream 'for heln
what ta 4u with it.". she said. i sentle heir; by the -20th Centel-a- United Preen Staff Correspondent The defense ineiated that the
"1 put it In the baby's playpen IFOX Hour" NEW YORK ttP" - How do" i Commonwealth had . failed utiai•buit i he wouldn't teeth on it. i ARC-TV in whineing un a new ffie circus - the big mine that i nlaee Mmunin ie ales ' beltai.a.est syrenomirn at Fort rk,,, the
'So nee got it up there next .go or' c series. "Chamnionahin folded its tent in the middle of the ;light ae guided missile will be "of oars- MURRAY LUMBER ,CO.i Coif "which,will i of ' 'Woe" an or -i
standing girl. over feur years in I- from Chicaeo on Saturday after- year and schedule a full coaste Idefenee contended that any eel- of the .nation in any _future war e_. _
mount importance" tril„ defense i Murray, Ky.
4PIIIIIMPIIII
where near the hoiteline. The Phone 262to a trophy for 
being an outs.. t . I be beamed last season - come ,back this
high solo.,"t
"Actually. neither I nor my' as Sammy Snead and Pork% without a cookhouse, without 'ether than on tha ao.ist in
husband 
reies-4 armt Lee Karsian 1 ' Oliver in filmed matches. (of all things) a 'big top' tam was immate..4,0 st.iinin had Ithought I had a chance of win- Junioe 010 nator Souoht I been charged in notice erairt with 1
ntng. So•before the Emmy awards,I "Mike Wallace Interviii•y, - It takes some doing. and some
'beating his wife but the case j
I he went out and had a beautiful which kicks off on ABC-TV change of routine, but tfie straw I never came to trial. i
scroll made far me - choosing 1 Anril 2R. is trying to land See, bosses seem to thin m Ik that fro 
brat the way things have been work- I Court Order Cited Ime as -the wife and mother tif ,*..Tireeph McCarthy as it, A court order also enjoined
the year. We call it the Karsten i irmet . . . the Frank Bieires ing since the opening here last I Maupin from Molesting his wife
-
1 (he's on NBC-TV's "Today" are week, the new way of life is and three children Jurige Haas- Award." • 1 exneeting their eighth child this ,going to be all right. ,
'commented during the trial that iI month. "It's amazing how many places the order did not forbid him to I1 The A. C. Nielsen Co. which
takes TV surveys, reports thatRoom Go By flail
, the average TV,,,,,family watched
....w io x 
_sr- The kids ff ;1,14,.(Saytoncectrimmaeare4iaielbs
anlansIn hyaertake;are going to be blasting
rockets 'in 'the living room come 1 eff on a tevermenth jaunt ground
r
. next hristmae i . .
evidence at, the aprtng Toy Fair
here can be credited. And it can.
A new pride at' the A. C. qt Itti,rn.ceni.nsrtincagtreitosn anfort_hehris cho.Tirie
'bert line 
c
f electrictrizi
1.7.Tave 
plans iii 
in the fiat llin-a NnlaigCh-tI something called a racket laun-
cher car The chassis is of the
' slot on Sent 12.regulaaion ' flatcar -type. but •
Peter Donald is shaning tiemounted on it is a gadget with
, an arrow-like head and a tinned .a‘s,ont.h..:_be.raa2ree,..miv.edoder.lteoarl„for14.tihne'
•.
---e-omninnvesalth'ii At t orn elf. -- •listson "Panic" ard the newt Charles E. Ew-sean told the jury
"Arthur Murray Par .". pref.
! The oaGisele Maskenzie sei .'s in Clete- 10 R dsar'• slot. fl they should have everyreason. to be the testimony
•
FRIDAY — APRIL .26, 1957
conversation of Maupin and Fix FIVE DAY FORECAST
going out to repair a ear and
then returning to the Fix home to
watch television.
Calls Account 'Vague'
Chief Ritchie, said Maupin,
HEAR HOW
CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE
HEALS
8:15 EACH SUNDAY A.M.
On Radio Station WN BS
• also •
WSIX-TV • CHANNEL 8
NASHVILLE
Each Sunday 1:30 P. M.
L & R
PHILLIPS 66
SERVICE STATION
owned and operated by
* MAX LOVETT
* BILL ROBERTS
4th & Chestnut Pla. 213
"One of the wonderful things
is working with Howie Morris-
'in 
. •
thoses ong and dance numbers.
We're given complete autonomy.
And I like working with some-
body - they can throw things
at you. you know, when you're
Rockets For Living
'Sn.
This rocket rides the rails The Girls" • . Martha Rave is
Planr11110 to retern to NBC-TV inin horiontal tepose on the car.
hut the proper easgh etee_ a Sew "Baby Snooks" series.
- To Be Emmet:4otic remote esntrol will raise it
'v''' lard ir the new -girl-into perpendicular firing peal-
friend on 'ABC-TY's "Dainty:Olin and send' it %vouching up-
• Therms- show. will-. vet engagedward ml', the libousferedh ld .shtrtahto-
e h Danny on the Anvil .25 Yams
. peons It'll feature such ctarc
the wririff.
Jeell Barfy, who already has
ameaentyone" in a prime night-
ithout Trai
to-coast season without a train.
have auditoriums big enough to
hold a show like • this." said a
circus spokesman. gazing at the
sniderweb of ringside rigging in
- Madison Square Garden "But
there's one trouble with ap-
pearing in buildings - few of
them have room for a menagerie
in addition to the show. We'll
have the menagerie here and
in Boston, and then continue
without it. '
Open-Air Dates
"We play Boston. Providence,
' R. I., and Hershey. Pa., in build-
ings Then we go under the
blue sky, in a ball park or
stadium in Norfolk We go back
to buildings in Charlotte. Raleigh.-
Winston-Salem then into several
",pen air dates."
The elephants of the }tingling
Bross and Barnum iSei 'Bailey
combined shows will lumber into
the Cow Palace of San Francisco
fl pin that she heard Maupinat
. •
denee shout Maiireree behavior
" motion. 1 ' •
The roeice• ir geararateed_ an i aait a,,,,,,,,ala aa "The Vie 000
. 1 Robert Storm. the 10-year old there in convention. ., lie ht on the nieht that Mrs_What do they do in case of et leirare ;a  h.liemert_lo_haye.
_ an
',urn betoti• bitting
 the ee'"rly ot,,,ain.- hasslabillthatimactine rain: whom -werwartair in a ati-d-= - metrap. back harmless ti, the
floor.
If you sae-ant to swita from , fixfai.
: be 'beaten on it - he' has it
in his morti at hotne He can't rim" Issue rain checks' -"We're
keening (air fingers croaaed -
and we think we've scheduled'he rocket age to one af the ,
• haeards of early-day railroading. Lawyer'' Joseph Welch who our outdoor appearances when
there is an electriccally cost- 
• to "Orrrnihps." will annear as . sections." one of the 'bosses said.
usually confines his TV efforts 'he dry season is on in those
'rolled. .
yiait the anartment,
The Commonwealth insisted
that Maupin had visited tha
apartment of his wife on niimer-
ous occasions before Mre. Man. 
Dinwas found dead Maunin con-
tended that he had not been at
'the anartment since Oct. la
when they separated.. There wee.
RI least one witness who Savi
she saw Mannin in the building
after that date.
After the round of congrate-
lationa following t it e verdic•
Sgaimin said he wished to thank
his attorney arid his friends for '
their effort!' in his behalf l-fe
aiod he week! try to obtain hi.
three children front the home of
sites Maunin's -sisti.r, near Day-
ton. Ohio. The- were taken there
by Mrs rteorve Gray,
the week before the death of
- .MAymin
The tang...nee mull
-Ise! askedThe program will shift to a little more than a year after %tannin if h. u•as at the, No 1the train is standing ar in TV next .fall _ the Republican elephant. cavorted lei.e stsition to borrow a flash
can Pc mane eueet, riapelist on CBS-TV's ,aThe No Dirt Or Sawdust
of an ri rushing 'train which TV is 
n 
eyeing a series. "Casey for flooring this year . Many of of the (tenth of his wife He aa-.
Laat Word" on ApriI.2R ABC- There's no dirt or sawdustianaiated that he had no knowledge
anertment for three weeks TI"'a amble ..nei the ?tack in front
grinds to a hat just short of 
.tenes." Which stars Alan Hale the auditoriums objected to such (led that he was not at th#eetastraphis. •
anartment between seven and
faith? Weasel( on the nivht of Nr,:
nn when it was contended by the
rommruawealtll that Mrs. Maupin
died.
rCrime detec?ion ,equipment is
-, new addition to the line c 'f 
AII IR of the diamond 'stars
eat m:'stry !Cs' Probable jjtst co- that'll appear on NBC-TV" "Se-
ine:dunce that the 
-firrp.s new !
hoe To Baseball" will receive
' 
• 1 '
color TV sets - they'll donateI ,
i- a ferrner special agent of the
- ' ''' ) Rath, ' the 10 sets to hoenitals around
FRI the emintry . . "Martha Roun-
tree's Press e‘inference" will be
thine,.,,s being dumped on their
floors The circus has developed
a special formula 'You watch
them put down the ring floors
and you me first a layer of
Mark felt naper (which keens
the whole thing from skidding),
then a building-beard layer, then
h fled et, ABC-TV on April a heavy rubber matting. TheOOKLVN DIOCESE SPLIT 29 to 'the Monday night spot matting alone is Used on the and Mrs Fix about the time of
hen detith He replied he was at
the Fire Station on the nrevious
Monday night and borrowed the
light. • •
Maunin, upon cmeationing
his counsel denied milking* the
statement about net being in the
ter.•
By United Press
Kentucky: Temperature's fcr the
five-day period, Saturday through
Wednesday, will Boavedreaggree. 
degrees
sneainr
when questioned an hour after t
the body was found. was "vague" the northwest and several degrees a
about whereabouts on the ebov•- niermal southwest. Turning v.
night of. Nov. 30. All of the de- cooler northwest half Saturday
tails of his original story, the night and Sunday and eastern
chief said, did not check' with section Monday to Tuesday. Pre- ,
the testimony of Maunin _on eipitation will average one inch
etheie..winitsnisetseds stthanatd.mCaohoieifo etet,otd- or more in showers and thender-
storms Saturday and Sunday,
hanima,trohenthafdir nthorteebeue,eneksin the probably ending in western sec-
tion Monday., Scattered Aicwers
The notice chief said Maiinin likely about Wednesday.
did not mention the mornine
eistit to the apartment with
Officer Joeeph in his first "ate-
eKreite: He knocked at the aone
_ partment of Foreign Affairs. Thement to officers as to his where
sap; ctiange in title came in 1789
Ph-re rqii. no i'eSp•Trise and they --
be.fTorewnisiszrmowbod.,44vrnrte.i...e7a hlirif:yilain.d...n. at
No. t fit.• *Winn on New-
cmaamne att.oe. ttpie,:tiefiiedre tshflttiolkolailanoidn
hors•nwerl li.ht isetween
A and 9 o'clock the nioht before I
the bad, was found He %flirt he I
knew Metinin only by sight an•1
"called 'hat the eight 'was one
en which a fieht tee. 110ino
shown on TV. Fie said he told
officers of the. Visit after he heard
of Mrs. lVfatinin. and was not
eeneeinted with either Mailnin
or his wife The light was re- i
sttbirnmr;estfinshLoz,,hiM:paitoin in a short
arlydaerlrin. another I
rebuttal witness. *aid she aae.
Mannin in the ball of the apart-
ment building on Tneaday before
the woman was found dead she
'said that Maunin held up a fin-
ger to indicate silence.
The defense then presented
Pt. Kenneth lanieely. of Fort
TO,. and Miss Helot-es Rock of
Petersburg and formerly of Har-
trineeonThifiirionfoSnhoe ,formanerorlpyoslcivoilheiny .....01.11.111MMIMIN=1111.
teetified that Pvt. Vnirely's ear
would not 'start on Moaelay night. ,
Nnv. 9R. They saw Maitnin on '
West Water St aryl asked him
to look at the car They stated
that Meunin then vemrowed a
flachlitht from the fire station
Kineelv oreeented in rearlence
the auto shop order which rase
fthesesamweitnrieeastes Tteshetimdfnfn°:"w.r:::tel'i
Indicate that Mr Hureee was 
Call TERMINIX — World's
mistaken about the night 
 
Largest 
Organization
eionControlthat-
Maupin went to the fire station..
All Work and Service
GUIDED MISSELE SVNIR011111M Performed By
EL PASO, Tex. Guided OHIO VALLEY TERMINIX
missiles have , given the Army ' CORP. •
more firepower. than three divi-
sions of men, Secretary of the 
P.O. Box 84 Paducah, Ky.
Army Wilbur M Brucker told , Phone 3-2934 or 3-6696
He told the Association of 
oCfontpaectrf odriroreacntc eo r f or WRoerfk 
call
a group of missiles experts.
the U S ArTrIV'S guided missile Local Customers or
oppoCite CBS-TV's "I Love laicy." runway the: circles the ring arrival and departure of Maupin
•
Chief of Police Julies Hitch,
was the first rebiotei were's'.
for the commonwealth He lea-
Mier! that the story told by Mr
NE'X Yrtalaf 1?'a__ 
.Pp v'tnsarb-13-:e-tAnal this definitien of a "pee- area.
. 
I raot tiinthicet 
with what 
heir on al i-t tneiv.3y old0
toldcieetese cri Brooklyn, Insist popu- 
s. XI! to- atkaa ',17. lo mart caihelic si.i eed" frm Pat Buttram 14 The circus' own special train 
n
,• ous in Ito• couhtry inter) two • CM
--TV. 14‘.'s a' - fellow," 
says ears will go as far as Boston, I him the night after the body was
ithleses: s •'Pat, 'Who builds dungeons in the then return to the winter quarters i found.4— - . air.,,
- at Sarasota!' Fla. No mention was made in the
T
-••
•
141
a
-
^
?cc( Sc'..
"FLYING ANTS"
7 WATCH OUT FOR cosily.
_
AMITE DAMACE!
SCOTT DRUG CO.
"PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS"
Corner at 4th & Main Phone 433
THE
WHITE HOUSE GROCERY
1608 W. MAIN ST.
For Quality Service and everyday Low Prices.
New shipment of plain and fancy pottery .and
bird baths,
Open Each Evening Until 7:9(1 or Later
•
Attention Farmers ! !
Do you plan to trade tractors, buy other.
farm equipment, buy dairy cows, repair or con-
struct new buildings, or make other farm invest-
ments? If so, and you don't have the ready cash
why not visit the "Production Credit Office" in
Murray and ask Keys Keel to explain our plans
for financing such investments. PCA will give you
3 to 5 years to repay a loan of this type and
charge simple interest only for the number of
days the money is used.
I he Production Lrecitt Association will
also loan money for feed, seed, fertilizer, and
other farm needs including cars and household
appliances. "You can save cash by paying cash."
Get the cash you need through a PCA farmer
planned loan and save time and money.
PRODUCTION CREDIT ASSN.
Office in the Swann Bldg. adjacent to ASC Offit ,,
•
Murray, Kentucky
•Alt
The U. S. Department of State ip
fcrmerly was known as the De-
•
•
•
